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ABSTRACT
S\'MPLECTIC GEOMETRY AND TOPOLOGY OF 
SPATIAL POLYGONS IN EUCLIDEAN AND 
MINKOWSKI SPACES.
Emrah PAKSOY 
M. S. in Mathematics 
Advisor: Prof. Dr. Alexander A. Klyachko 
.July, 2000
In this work, we studied the relations between spatial polygons in Eu­
clidean spaces and point configurations in projective line P'. We classi- 
(i('d all non-singular hexagon spa.ces and modified some methods to evaluate 
( 'how(cohomology) rings of'pol3^ gon spaces. In addition, we detoi-mine the Fano 
Hexagon spa.ces. Besides these algeliraic a.nd algebraic topological properties, 
we aiso gave explicit geometric structures to non-singular polygon spaces and 
examined their .syrnplectic geornetricai properties. We adapt(>d some previ­
ously known results for poly^gons in Euclidean space to polygons in .Vlinkowski 
space and esta.blished explicit catlculational tobis which are used in showing 
the integrability of the almost complex structure of moduli spaces of spatial 
polyygons.
Keywords and Phrases: almost complex structure, cohomology. Fano vari­
ety-·. integrabilityg Miid-cowski spa.ce, moduli,point configura,tions. stai)ility.
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Bu çalı.şmada., Öklit uzaylarındaki uzaysal çokgenler ile projekl il’ karmaşık 
doğru P* üzerindeki nokta, konfigürasyonları ara.sındaki ka.ğiantnu in- 
(■(dedik. Bütün tekil olmayan G-gcn uzayları bularak, çokgen uzayların 
( 'liow(kohomoloji) halkalarını he.saplamada kullanılan rnetodlar geli.ştirdik. 
Buna ek olarak, Faiıo olan 6-gen uzaylarım bulduk. Bülün bu cebinsel 
\'(' cebinsel topolojik özelliklerin yamsıra. tekil olmayan çokgen uzaylarına, 
çeşitli geometrik yapılar koyduk, bu tür çokgen uza.yla.rm .simplektik gc*- 
ometrik özelliklerini yakından inceledik. Aynı zamanda Öklil uzaylarımlaki 
çokgen uza3darının bilinen bazı özelliklerini, Minkowski uza\'larıııdaki uza- 
\'sal çokgenlere uyarladık.. Bununla, birlikte bu uza.3csal çokgenlerin modül 
uzaylarındaki hemen hemen karmaşık yapıların entegre edih'bilir olduğunu 
göstermede kullandığımız çeşitli arajar bulduk.
Anahtar Kelimdcr ve: ifadeler: Hemen hemen karmaşık 3^ api. kohomoloji. 
l'ano varyete, entegre edilebilirlik, Minkowski ııza.yı, modül uzayı, istikrarlılık
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Chapter 1
Introduction
in this study, we mainly focused on the structure of polygon spaces M n  for 
small n. The second chapter is de^'oted to explain the relations between poly­
gon spaces and weighlerl point configurations in complex projective line as well 
as their symplectic geometry. In arldition, some other algebro-geometric prop- 
ei'ties such as being Fano and cohomologies are examined. Then, in chapter 
three, by changing l:hiclidean space to Minkowski spa.ce(M'^) we carried the 
similar structures gi\x-'U in chapter one to the moduli spa.ce of spatial polygons 
in M'F In the appendix, we explained the background material and theory for 
wliat we liave done throughout the text in detail. In what follows, we will try 
to give brief descriptions wha.t is known al)out the subject and what we haA'e 
ilorie.
1.1 Spatial Polygons
Although the theory ol spatial polygons in Euclidean space is an old subject, its 
connection with invariant theory and tlie geometrical structure came From the 
ri'cently explored almost complex structure on it is a new subject of interest. 
Let 'Pn be the space of all ;г-gons with distinguished vertices in Euclidean space 
EL An ?i-gon P is determined by its vertices These vertices are
joined in cyclic order by edges p [ . . . . .  pn where p,· is the orient('d line segment 
From to e,:+i. Two polygons P.Q (E V,, identified if and only if there 
exists an orientation prt'serving isometry (j of E* which sends t lie vertices of P 
to the vertices of Q.
[
Let m =  (m i,.. ., m„) be an ?7-tuple of positive real numbers. Then we define 
M n  to be the space oF ?y.-gons with side lenght m i , . . . ,  m„ modulo isometries 
as above. We describe the tangent space T (P ) at a. point P >=. M  as follows: 
T("P) consists of a set of vectors G E'b / =  i , .. ., sbich that
') ('-’„P ,) =  0. V/;
ii)
i
Two systems ol vectors and defines the same taiiyent \'ector iff///.
3w € E'^  such that = ¡); + [n;./;/]. V/’ =  [.
where (,) is the scalai· product aiirl [.] is the vector product on E‘·. i) hoMs 
l)V the constancy of norms ||/;/|| = ///.,·. ii) is a consequence of closediiess of 
|)olygons and iii) is infinitestimal motion of polygon as a whole. It can be 
shown that if not all vectors pi are collinear. Then in each class of e((uivalence 
///) there is unique v G 'T{P) satisfying
r\ f \
T  — = «· (*)
We call (*) calibration condition.
Let's define a maj) on the tangent l)undle of y\d„ by
['’/· /p]/ : V
III;
where v =  (n,....... />„) G T(.P), P =  (p i... . G Mn-
Note that P’ vi =  — That  is, I  is an almost complex structure on .M,,.
T h eorem  1.1 Tiu: almost complex slruclarc I on Mn m inti¡irahl· .
a
Assume u — (u i ,. .. , n.,i), v =  (v j, . . . ,  n„) satisfy the tangent space ecpiations 
Consider the form co given by
, ['’e Pi]) (^ bn'■’() Pi)M a. e) =  Y ----- 3 ------ =:mr m·
and the form p; fj{a.o) =  u){Jn,v) where / is the almost complex structure 
on Mn· m{u,v) is invariant under Cange trarisforma.tions Hi] and defines a
symplectic structure on the non-singular part of and /’ ) is symmetric, 
positive definite and may be given explicitely by the formula
(j{u, n) =  ^
rrii
if II, or V satisfies the calibration conrlitiou. (,,'ombining these pro|)erties of 
and g we may say that the form
|,i) =  g[ u, n) -|- ¿oj{n, v)
is a Kahler metric on Mn-
Another way to intei-pn't the moduli space is to write it as a symplectic 
quotient of a symplectic manifold b\· a connected.compact'Lie' yronp.
T h eorem  1.2 Tht moduli space .Ad„ m the syrnplectic quath at of [S'^Y hij 
,sr;(;]) i.e.
Mn = i.rYO)ISOiY =  (5 -Y //5 0 (3 ) .
irhere fi : (S^Y' — > 50(3)” is the corresponding niornent map. □
1.2 Stable Configurations
riiere is a close relation between M „  anrl the stable point confi,u;iiratioiis on the 
complex projective line P' where the stability is in the Mumford sense ([J.3]).
D efin ition 1.3 The configuration oj n points. H = (pi. . .  . , /y G P' »’/77; 
ireights m =  (rrii.. . . . iiin) € R+ is i-alled semi-.stable (resp. stabU ) if sum oJ 
the weights of equal points does not e.rceed(resp. less than) half tin weight of 
all points.
The Möbius group 7h5'/>2(Q  acts on tlie space of configurations. Tlie orbit 
space of stable configurations forms a non-singular algebraic variety, denoted 
by Cairn) and in a similar way we define Cairn)., a categorical factor of the 
space of semi-stable configurations with respect to a.ction of PSiai^C).
Assume S =  is a semi-stable conliguration of n weiglited points
with weights m i , , m,„. Here p,· 6 P' =  S'^  where is the liiemann sphere 
in E .^ Note that there e.xists unique(iip to action of SU{2)) a- 6 PSL-iiC) snch 
■ tluxt n
Y^rnia{pi) =  0 {*).
1=1
If we send {/;/} i-> {///;fT(/},·)} and consider /7/.;i7(/;,:) G implies closedness.
So above map gives rise to a one-to-one correspondence betw('en Cr,{rn.) and 
M n. Therefore we have.
T heorem  1.4 Cn{yff ) /S hitrjjularUj ((¡iu/ividpiif to Mn·
□
In generah the structure of Mn depends on tlie ine(]ualitie,s
rn . _
//// <  ^ ^  I l·· · · · ) ftf-i =  ^
iei
There are only finitely many different such structure so we ha\(' finitely man>' 
non-singular. non-ec|iiivalent moduli space for each n
T heorem  1.5 For v — l-,5.6 tlic: classification of Mn is as foUoirs:
i ) There ( A'ists tu)o qnadraiifjle .space, narnehi '\sl(tr'' lupe 
and 'driaitfjle·"' type both o f  which are equivakot to IP’ 
ii ) There arc () non-eqva niih. iit. non-singular pentagon span:s.
Hi ) There are .20 non-singuUu'. non-eiiuivalent hexagon spares.
□
* /
1.3 Spatial Polygons in Minkowski Space
Definition 1.6 Tlif Minkow.ski(Lor(-n.t,~) rnatric on R"·. n > 1 /s <l(:Ji.n(;(l n,.s· 
(//■. N'^ n—1
whoro u =  (f ii ,.. ., »„). 0 — (wi,. . . ,  n„,) € R". Tht vector .spare 
called Minkowski space and denoted byM!\
'·>■
Ill the text, we will omit the subscript Crom
One of the biggest dilference between E” and M" is that, in M"· Cauclpv- 
•Schwartz inequality reverses.
In the Minkowski spaces, it is possible to obtain vectors with negative 
norms(called space-Hkc) or non-zero vectors with zero norrn(c;dlefl li(jht-lik(:). 
The positive normed \-ectors are called tirnc-likf. IF we consider tlie light cone.
=  { „  M" : (n, n) =  0}
we see that the time-lik(' vectors li(\s interioi· and space-like veclors lies exterior 
of
.\’ow consider the matrix
/ 1 0  0 \ 
0 - i  0 
0 0 - i ;
We may define a vectoi- product [.] on by
[ii, e] =  Jin X e)
where u, n € atul ' x"’ is the usual vector product on E '. In cliapterO. 
we'll explore all the nec(>ssary properties of [.]. We can prove that M ’ with [.] 
b('comes a Lie algebra. We may find an isometry between M'^  and sl-ifE) with 
metric
= -W -r{A · B).
and we put a product [.] on sLfE) satisfying the same propertic's as that of [.] 
in M’L We can also describe the tangent space to moduli of s|)atial ¡tolygons 
in M'^  in a similar way as we did in section l .i  and we have a unicie calibra.tion 
condition to eliminate the existing Clauge transformations, 
riie unic|uenes.s allows ns to define the opera.tor
I : T { P )
M
T{ P)
I
rn„
where satisfies the calibration condition. Note that 1 is an almost complex 
structure and using /  we can carry the geometrical constructions we have done 
for in Euclidean s|)aces. We also have the folIowing(Theoi('m d.'il)
T heorem  1.7 Almost complex structure on the moduli space of spatial poljj- 
(jons in M'^  is integrable.
□
1.4 Cohomology of A i n
Let Cl be natural bniidles on M„, such that the fiber at S =  (/n .......p,, ) is tlie
tangent space at pi € IP'· Let /,; l)e cliaracteristic classes of £,■. So
h =  [^¿] — {-cro.s o f  — {polt.v o f  ,s·}
where .s is a rationahsection of
For any decomposition /  II ./ II A' II · · · =  { i ___, let Z)/.//, ... be the cycle
of stable configurations D =  (p i,---- with p,, — pp for a , a r e  in the same
edmponent I. J, K , .. .. In particular we may define
Dij =  di\'isor ol stable configurations with p, =  //;.
The relation between /, and D¡j is given by
h — Dij +  Dll,. — D jk
and it is independent of Z. We can also define Di =  ri(i',;)6r Dip. L is a tree 
with vertices 1. If we sc't /  =  {¿o....... L.·} we may write
Di DJ) i p . ^ ■ ■ ■ Dii,_pi .^
i /
T heorem  1.8 The ( 'hoiu(cohoTnolo(/jj) ring oj \^4n A gtncnitfd hy Hu: class of 
dioisors Dij suhjerA. to the folloxoing relations; 
t) V quadrupte { 'p j.k .l) there are linear relations
Dij +  D);m =  Dil; +  Djin =  Di,n +  D/cj,
2} For any triple (i-j -k) there are quadratie relations
DijDjk =  DjkDki = Dip Dij — Dijk-
fi
■]} For any tree F luith vertices in I C ,n } such that rrii >
n  Di,=A).
(u)er
C orollary  1.9 Any tine bundl.e £  on. is yiven. by
£ = (g)£;'·
t
irhcre Hi's are arbitrary constants.
C orollary 1.10  Tin ('how(cohomoto(jy) riny H~{Mn) ovcrZ  is y( in i-atcd by 
the classes of natural bundles subject to relations
i) I-, =  V' ludcpendent of i
'Í) YL =  п ц ’>
2/;+r=|/|-l
u'licrc (T,. is th( r-th elementary symmetric polynomial and 
III =  ГП] +  · · · +  rn,,.· )oI =  '■»■/·
III [2]. Chow ring of .C[„ is also cahailaled by using some more algehraic mel l 
ods. without using the connection with stable cordigurations.
1.5 Ampleness Criterion and Effective Cycles
Í /
A divisor D is ample if (D ■ C) > 0 for all curve C C Mn-  A vector bundle' 
£  is ample if £|c is ample again for all C C Mn· Curves in M „  are linear 
combinations of cycles Dukl  — P'
T h eorem  1.11 (A m pleness criterion) Let £  =  ®  Ц ' be a vector bundle 
on £  /А ample if and only if
a I > 0  for "triangle"
III < a.i +  uk + «i, for "star"
For every eiuadruple D i .i k l - D
.\ssume a — <S*r=i line bundle on j\An and /,\s are classes of natu­
ral bundles £ , ‘s. Since the anticanonical class of C, is given by c =  /,■.
In- applying previous theorem we may say that c is ample if and only if 
|/| < \ J\ -1- |./v|--b \L\ whenever m/ + nis > f  with S =  J,K, L.
Recall that an effective cycle in C„(m) is a positive linear combination of alge- 
lii-aic cycles in We have the following theorem
T heorem  1.12 Ann (jjectivr cycle inCn(m) /.s equivalent to a po!>ltiue combi­
nation of deyenerate configurations Dp where {1,. . . , n} =  /| II /■.. II · · · II 4 . 
□
1.6 Fano Polygon Spaces
M „  is Fano if the first canonical class is ample. So we have alifvuly a method 
to check whether a polygon space yV(„, is Fano or not using the ifleas of pre- 
\ ioiis section. We ha\'e another similar method to find Fano |)olygon spa.ces. 
Let us call maximal degeneration in Cnirii) a cycle in consisting of
ı·oní^gurations in which p; =  pj for all /.,j ç  /  and 1 is the maximal set. So we 
have
T heorem  1.13 (Fano C riterion) C,fiin.) is Dano if and only if any maximal 
d<generation i is either a point or has dimension greater than
.Example 1.14 All pentagon spaces are Fano.
T heorem  1.15 Among 20 hexagon spaces only I.).2) and It) an Fano. □
1.7 Intersections of A i n
Description of hi terms of divisors D,/‘s and cyles D/'s is insufficent
for evaluation of intersection indices.
We defined the divisor, D,:,· for C„(m). We also have a nice interpretation of Djj
ill yUn- VVe define it to be the polygons with ¿th and jth  edges are parallel. 
That is, f
Dij -- polygons with Pi I t  Pj-
VVe also define the non-liolomorphic cycles D~j corresponding to polygons wliose 
/th and jth  edges are antipara.llel. Thus, polygons with pi || p,
L'lie I'ollowing lemma gives the relation of non-holomorphic cyeles and classes 
of natural bundles on C,i(m).(Lemma 2.47)
Lem m a 1.16 Tlif: curie D~j of poUjgons with antiparallel vectors p,· || p,· is 
( (¡tiivalent to \{li — /,) // 0^  is oriented hij the vector pj. □
Consider a product
D] =  2 '-
('■./)er
where e{i . j )  =  —f-ij·') — " ' /  > t  with a tree L with vertices I. VVe
mav write D] as
b ; =  2 ' - ' ' i E
/ c I
|///|= 2k + I
where e.j =  n,e./ (^ i·. h  =  0 /6·/ li-
Hence we have the theorem (Theorem 2. 18)
T h eorem  1.17 For ani; ./ C /,m ./ > and |//./| — 'Ik +  I. tin folloivinij 
formula holds
l.rp'^ =  Y^e.,D)
fi'licre: the pivduct is takni over all coiiihinations of signs a with (; =  = L
□
Chapter 2
STABLE CONFIGURATIONS ON 
AND SPATIAL POLYGONS IN 
EUCLIDEAN SPACE
!n this chapter, we will establish a relation between stable configurations on 
< ()m|)lex projective line P ' and spatial polygons in Euclidean space. It will 
be nsefid for rea.der to know some basic tacts and technicpies Irom geometric 
invariant theory and gi'ornetry which can be found in [i3],[fi]Jl]· [i t] find [i ’2] 
In the preeceding sections we’ ll classify all non-singular hexagon spaces and 
using methods given by [7] and [2] we will calculate cohomology rings and some 
oilier cohomology-related properties ol various hexagon space's.
2.1 Spatial Polygons
Let 'Pn be the space of all n-gons with distinguishe-id vertices in I'luclidc'an space 
EL An n-gon P  is determined by its vertices u i, . . . , ; . ’,,,. Tlnsse \'ertices are 
joined in cyclic order by edges p i, . . . . p^  where p,· is the oriented line se-'grnent 
IVom e, to e,+i. Two polygons P^Q E Pa <ii'p identified if and only if there 
exists an orientation ¡)reserving isometry g of E'·’ which sends the vertices of P 
lo the vertices of Q.
D efinition 2.1 Let w =  he an n-fuplt of pas it ive real nnin-
hers.Then M.n(or jn.'iljPi) in the npare of n-gons with side lenghts 
modulo isometries as above.
10
Note that for any P  € the vector of lenghts of sides of P satisfies the
following;
m.i < IV t +  m2 -\----- + lui H---------h rrin, i =  i.n.
Tlie tangent space T{ P)  at a point P e  M  consists of a set of vectors i\ G 
E'; i =  J·! · · ·'  ^ such that
') ( ' ’¿-P«·) =  0, V/:
ii) =
i
Hi) Two systems of vectors e, and n.,: defines the same tan'j;enl vector iff 
3ie Ğ E^  such that u,; =  e,; -1- [uup,;], V/ =  I . . . . . 1 1 .
In the description of T (T ), (.) denotes-scalar product and [,] (h'liotes the usual 
\-('ctor product in Eh VVe can define the vectors W; as velocity e,; = ^  where 
/'; =  P:{t·) is a. curve in space of polygons. .Since {pi.pi) is conslant, we have
dpi
(It
dip·,. Pi)  ^
0 = ----- r----= 2(pi, — ) = 2(/;,:, c;) => (/;,·, vi.) =  0dt
ainl since Y^pi =  0. second equality in the above definition ludrls. L'lie gauge 
transformation Hi) is an infinitestimal motion of the polygon as a whole.
P rop osition  2.2 Suppose that not idl. vectors /;,■ are collinear. Then in each 
class of equivalence Hi) there is unique n G T{ P)  satisfying
£ ^ = » ·  (*)
Proof:Consider tin' sum a.mong all e(|ui\alent systems
II; =  i>i +  G EN VVe want to ha.ve this sum minimal. So, an ex­
tremum condition residts in the existance of a vector n =  (qq....... e„) G T( P)
sucfi that Yf — 0·
Now, assume Ui =  n,; +  [ugp,] also satisfies (*). Then
['*1 ~f~ _ Q Pi], p,·] _
rrii · rili
Taking scalar product by iv of both sides we get
P‘]i _  Q
^  rn-i,
1.1
VVe know that {[w.,p],[w,pi]) > 0. So above equality holds ilC [a.’./;,:] =  0 
a,' - Xpi^'ii and A is a· scalar. .Since not all /),;‘s are collinear, this implies a; -- 0. 
Therefore a,· =  a,·. □
C orollary 2.3 Tlu·: nariaty M  has only isolated sinynlaritics ( orrespondiny to 
till·· degenerate polygons. It is non-singular if all sums m, ±  m·.. ±  · · · ±  m „ are 
non-ztro. □
L(>t us define an operator on tangent space to M  b\· 
 ^ ■ ''' '"ectors i’; Satisfies i-U in the descripiion of tangent
s|)acp so are /a,·. Also consider
Pvi =  /(/a,:) = laf
so /  is a complex structure on T[ P)  and hence it is an almost complex structure 
on ,W.
T heorem  2.4 The almost eonrpl(.i: stmetare on j\A is integralde.
P roof: See [7] □
The following proposition defines the .symplectic and Kahler sli'ucture on the 
\-ariety of polygons M .
P roposition  2.5 Let a =  (a,i,. . . .  a„ ) and a = (a ,....... a,J salisfy the tangent
■space equations i), ii). Then 
t . The pairing
("■;· f'n Pi)oj{upv) = ^
/71;
/.s invariant under gaiujc transformation Hi) and defines a synijilectir structun 
in non-singular part of the variety y\4.
J. Moreover the form g{ii  ^v) is symmetric,posilive definite and
may be given explicitely by the jo i’inula
.'/(ih >') =  Y^
i
12
in:
if at least one of the arguments u^v satisfies (*).
S. The form
i 2(u, ?;) =  g{u^ v) +  i(jo{u, v) =  lo{ I u , v ) +  v)
is a Kdhlerfsee Appendix B) metric on the complex variety M .
Proof:Using the properties ot vector and scalar products, all items above can 
be checked easily. See [7] □
In previous proposition, using i) we may write
U.'(U, V) =  ^  ----Y  Y  m;
where dSi is the surface element of the sphere Si : ||pi|| =  m,. Hence, using 
this [)roperty we may prove;
T h eorem  2.6 If lenghts oj all sides ||p,|| = mi an rational and
rit[ ±  rri2 ±  · · · ±  0 then A4 is a non-singular projective eariety.
P roof: See [71 □
2.2 Symplectic Geometry of M.
VVe define a subspace Mm C (S^}'‘' by
J = l
where rn =  (m i,. . . ,  m„) is a n-tuple of positive real numbers, u =  {u\,. . .  , Un) 
with Ui 6 S'^  and
5 ' =  {u  6 ; i|«|| =  1}.
Let P =  {p i, . . . ,  p „} e M  with edges p i,. . . ,  p„ and ||p,|| =  m,·. VL Note that P 
corresponds to a collection of vectors (p i,. . .  ,p„) € (E '"'- 0)"·. 'Che normalized
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vectors Uj ' ^  belong to ,S'^ . We know that the polygon is dehned up to 
Euclidean isometry,therefore the vector u =  (u i ,. . .  , //„) € is defined up
to rotation around zero. We also know =  0. So we get //¿/«y =  0. This 
lead us to define a natural homeomorphism
yVTn/50(3)
Following the notation of [4], we name e to be the Gauss Map.
■As a next step, we would like to prove that j\4m/SO{3) is the symplectic 
(|iiotient(See Appendix B) of (.S )^"· by ,S'0(.3). Let vol be the .' '^0(3) invariant 
\'oluine form on 5" normalized by
vol =  Att
Fix a vector rn -- (n /1. . . . ,  m„) with positive real entries. We give (5'^)" the 
symplectic form 71
^ =  rnia](vol)
./=1
where a” : (5 ^)" —  ^ .3'^  is the projection on factor.
The maximal compact subgroup SO{·]) C FSL 2 (C) acts symplecticallyfsee 
.Appendix B) on ( ( S ’ )".u>). We let
be associated momentnp map. Here we identified the Lie algebra so(3) of
.‘^ '(9 (3) with (R^, [,]) and )’  via the Euclidea.n structure on R'^ .
T heorem  2.7 The: spare M,^lSO{3) is Ihe symplectir qnotn at of hy
,s'0(3) be,
M j S O i S )  =  p-H0)/SO{3) =  {S'^ri/SOiS).
P roo f: In order to prove the theorem, we need to determine the moment map 
//. : (S^)^ — r RL
Note that for n — I the moment ma.]) =  pu with the sym])lectic structure
uJ =  pvol.
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To see this consider 50(3) =  { id : w is a real skew-symmetric matrix.} identi­
fied with (R^, [,]) via the map
./■ : 50(3)
lu 1-0· (—c, 6, —a) = w.
where w =
UK
dt
/  0 a h \
— a 0 c
\ - b  -<■: o )
generator n;5'2 is
' · ■';|/,=o =  w ·
where exp : 5o(3) — >■ .S'0(3) is the exponential map and x € S .^ With the 
above identification 50(3) =  we have
W5'2(.l·) =  [iC.;};]
Let /¿„,.,2 : — >· R be corresponding Hamiltonian and v G tangent
space at x G S .^ Then
{x)v =  2u;)(.x')(ix') =  w,,.(io.s-H.-'i’)· '·') = puol([io, ,r]. n)
=  p(.r,[[w,x’].r]) =  p(u,i7)).
So dh„..,y{x)u =  p{n.w). This implies h,r_.,{x) =  p(x.w).  Then we ran write 
/i„...·>(·'■) = <  di·^ ’ )· "V-‘ >=> p{x, id) = {p{x),  id).
riiis means p(x)  =  p·'' where < ,>  is natural pairing of R'·* and (R'·’)*.
Since the momentum map of a. diagonal action on a product is the sum of the 
individual moment maps we obtain
/i(u) =  III] U] -P · · ■ -f I'lln’I-n’·, =  (iil· · · · 1 ’I'll )
ll is clear that /.¿"‘ (0) =  {u G (5'^ )"· : E j = i = 0} =  .\4,n and hence 
. K n / S O ( S )  =  p ~ H 0)/^^O(3). □
C orollary  2.8 The real dimension on j\4 is 2n — 6
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P roo f: VVe know that the Gauss map t is a. homeomorphisrn oC yVi and 
M ra!SO{'i). Since /i"'(0)/.5 'O (3) is a Marsden-Weinstein (|iiotierit(see Ap­
pendix B), its dimension is
- i (0) — 2dirnSO{‘l) · 2n — 6. □
D efin ition  2.9 For a ■•subset F c  ärfine V¡
u'ith the component
[Pi-Pl]
0 o the runs(:
irhere. Pi =  Y^iPiPf
>.) e (E'^ )i \ n
V; =
L'he components u,: salisfies ¿) and ii) in the definition of T( P)  so V) is a 
vector field on yVf. The corresponding 1-parameter group rotates the vector 
sides Pi] i G I  of the polygon with angular velocity p/(see [4],[7]).
The proofs of the following propositions can be found in [7].
P rop osition  2.10 Tilt V¡ is a Hamiltonian rector field w.r.t iniaf/inary part 
oj the Kühler metric( Proposition 2.Ö). its Hamilton function is (jivtn by
u, = -l||rfii
»'here Pi =  E i e lP i -
a
The vector fields Vi are not periodical hut they can be used to obtain periodical
u'ctor fields by multiplication by a scalar function A — A(pi....... which
depends only on pi] i G I- Then W ) is a Hamiltonian vector field.Thus, the 
field
Vl
s Hamiltonian and periodical provided p/ 0.IS
P rop osition  2.11 The Hamiltonuin function of the field u/ is etjual to
hi =  - I
□
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The periodic vector fields are used for calculating the coliomolog\^ of pol3''gon 
spaces.
2.3 Stable Configurations on
Let P ' be the complex |)rojectiVe line which can be written as P' =  C U { 00} 
i.e. Riemann sphere.
D efin ition  2.12 /1 n-point conjujuration I] is a collection of n-points 
l>\........Pn G
.\ow. let S be a configuration on P ' with X) = (p i , . . .  ,p„) and assume there is 
gi\’en a positive weightfor multiplication) rn.¿,Vpi
D efin ition  2.13 -TIk configuration of weighted points is called serni-stable 
(resp. stable) if sum of the weights of eifual points does not ( .rceedfresp. less 
than) half the weight of nil points.
I’sing Hilbert-MumforrI stability criterion(see Appendix A), we can say that 
there exist a non-singrdar geometric factor of stable configurations with re­
spect to a natural action of P.S'¿2(C). It will l)e denoted bv Cn[m) where
/// =  (//¿1....... m„) is the vector of weights. By definition, Cfim)  is non-empty
iff the weights satisfy the following polygon ine((uality
m,· <  n i l  -t- /772 +  . . .  +  /77,· -h . . .  +  /77.,,; / €  { 1 , . . . ,  / / }  ( * )
fn a similar way, there exist a categorical factor of space of semi-st/rble config- 
nr/vtions denoted by C„(/n).(See Appendix A)
1 'rider condition (*), tlie variety C „( /7/.) is a projective compactification of C„(///.)
I)\· 71 finite number of points. Its amj/le sheaf 0 (1 ) Tuid the cori'esponding line
Imndle £  may be described as follows. Let T(p,·) be a tangent sp/rce 7it the
» _
|)oint Pi G Ph Then C is a line bundle on Cfirn) with fiber
£ (p ) -  T(pi)®"‘ · © T(p2)®”'^  © · · · 0  r(p„)®"^"
at a point p =  (p i, -----p„) G Cfirii).
If all semi-stable configurations of weight /7/. are stable then £„("/)=£„,(///-) i-'·^  n 
non-singular projective variety of dimension n — 3.
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E xam ple 2.14 Ltt nil weights rrii -  I, i.e, m =  Then
C„{rn) =  Cn{m) is a non-singular projective variety for odd n. In this case 
all sums mj ±  ±  · · · ±  m„ are non-zero.
E xam ple 2.15 Let E =  (p i,. ^pn) he a configuration of n-points in IP' having 
one massive point, say //¿i i.e, mi +  > -j, in =  mi +  · ■ ■ + m„ so that pi /  p,,
V/ L. Then we can interchange the coordinates in P ' such that pi =  co. 
/)·_> -- 0 and Pi =  Zi.z; £ C; Zi are defined uniejuely up to inidtiplication by 
sriilar m ultiplication z A:; which preserves OC',0. Then moduli of the config­
uration is eqivalent to
{("a : . . .  ; z„)\zi £ C,i =  3 , . . . ,  n: not all zero} '= I'U —.‘i
E xam ple 2.16 Let T. =  (p i ,. . . .p ,J  he a configuration with three massiue 
points
rn in  rn
rfli +  rn¡ >  — , rn¡ +  rill; >  — , ir ii +  nil; >  —
Then Pi Pi:Pj 7^  P/.r Pi ^  Pk- By a suitable coordinate change we mriy 
fake Pi =  O.pj =  [, pi; =  oo and hence the moduli of configuration is e(¡uivnlenf 
to
LX-ÿ^i.j.h
T'lio' Following tlieorein ivveals the relations loetvveen the variety oFspa.tial poly- 
i>,()ii.s in and .stable' configurations on P'.
T h eorem  2.17 The algebraic variety of spatial polygons j\4 is biregular eejuiv- 
alent to the variety C„ {in) of semi-stable configurations of points in the projec- 
live line.
P roo f: See [7] □
riie space of n-point configurations on P' is closel}'· related lo the space of 
ry forms of degreee n, defined by
aijxfr'}.
ii-j=n
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S'L{2) acts on \4 b\^
f { x ,  y) !-> f [ax  +  by, cx +  dy)
where
a b 
c d
e  SL{2).
We know that binary forms split into linear factors
a
i=\
Hence any f { x ,  y) G V,, rlefined by a point pi =  (/j,·, a,·) 6 P ‘ np 1o multiplicative 
constant.
We are ready to give' another description of stability of configurations in P* 
using space of binary forms Vfo
Definition 2.18 Let'll be a confiynration of n-poinls hi, P' «"d /V(.r.//) he tht 
rorrespondiny form, of degree n.
i) H is stable if orbit of J-r lo.r.t. SL{2) is closed,
it) S is seini-stahle if closirre of 11t.e orbit doesn't contain 0.
Hi) E is unstable if closure contains 0.
Example 2.19 Assume E is a point of midtiplicity n, say (O.t). Then corre­
sponding binary form is /ı;(.г^J/) =  .r'h
For any /1 G SL{2)', i   ^ ^
So
· ./E(·'·,.'/) =  0.
Therefore 0 G .S'E(2) · /s  ^  E is unstable.
Example 2.20 Let configuration E contain a point of rnu.lti pi icily rn > 
Ill t n
M'^i’Aj) =  ■>'"\ln-,ni'>',y)
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where fn-m{x,y)  homogenous of degree n -  rn. We know that tJu: maximal 
torus in SL{2) is the set
<(o - i )
So by theorem. (S.2) in Appendix .4, we have 
t 0
Ia Í-i’ -'J) =  ''x'’\ln-m{l'^x-.y) —*■ 0 whenen r t —> 0.
0 - t  
Thus. E is unstable.
If is known that SU(2) is maximal compact subgroup of SL{2) and let (/,.<7) be 
Sr{2)  invariant Hermitian metric on V'k. Assume that /0 is a form of minimal 
norm in the orbit of / .  By Kempf-Ness Theorem (See Appendix A or [5]) we 
know that /0 exists if and only if /  is stable.So we have
T h eorem  2 .2 1  4  n-point configuration T, in P ' is .stable i f f  orbit of the cor­
responding form  / s  contains a unique(up to action of SU{2)) minima,I vector.
P roof: If T is sta.ble then fz  is also stable by definition. Hence using Kempf- 
.\ess theorem, we say that /0 exists.
t'onversely. i f /0 exists then fz  is stal)le SL{2) ■ fz  is closed. Therefore T is 
slable. □
2.4 Classification of A4„ for small n
VVe will give a complete classifica.tion of non-singidai· hexagon s|)ac(\s Ms-  Be­
fore that it is necessary to ta(k about the classifications and geometric identifi­
cations for triangle(yV4;i), c]uadrangle(yVi4) and pentagonal(yVi.-,) spaces. Note 
that for yVi.3 we have just a point.
First, we would like to consider (luadrangle s|)a.ces. Let be the space of 
s])atial cp.iadrangles. For any point P  G yW.i, P is determined by its vertices say 
''/· u,·, u/.., 1;;. Let mi, ni.j,mk,mi be norms of corresponding edges of P. VVe will 
consider i-cornplex a with four vertices corresponding to non-i'ciuivalent,non­
singular c]uadrangle spaces.
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Definition 2.22 A pair oj vtvticas i, j  are said to b< connected if 
///.,: +  rrij > rrik +  nil and denoted by (ij).
LemiiTia 2.23 It is impossible to have two distinct edges for a, non-singular 
(pi a (Ira ngle space.
P roo f: Assume (ij)-(hl)  G (T, then
nii +  nij >  nil; +  mi >  nii +  ruj m-i +  rrij =  rrii; +  nii.
1 Ills is the case only when is singular. □
C orollary  2.24 The longest cycle is composed of three vertixn.i. □
P rop osition  2.25 // is impossible to have four disconnected points for a non- 
singular (piadrangle space. □
T h eorem  2.26 There are two possible conjigurntions shown in (Fig. I) for  
and both are equal to P'.
('<
P roo f: Direct con.se(|uence of previous lemma,corollary and proposition.
.Vote, that if is given by ’'Star" with weights (2,1 , 1,1 ) we have one long 
ge, hence .W4 ~  — ]pb [n the "’Triangle’’ case with W('ights (2,2,2.1).
W(' have three long edge. So in this case yVf.i ~  P ' also. □
III fact, onh' invariant for four points in P' is the cross-ral lo. Therefore. 
M  i ~  Ph
Let us consider yVd.5, moduli space of spatial pentagons. In order to describe 
all non-singular, non-e(|uivalent pentagon spaces, we consider all 2-comple.xes 
T with 5 vertices.
D efin ition  2.27 Tu'o vertices i. j  are said to be connected if
nil +  rrij > rn.k +  nil -f and denoted by (ij) where P  =  (i’;. e,·. e/,-yn/, u.,) G 
.^spo f s  are vertices of polygon P. Similarly the vertices are said to form a 
li iangular region(2-simple.x) denoted by {hl.s) if rni; +  rrii +  m., .> ///.,: +  nij.
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Fis.l
3)
(3,2,2,1 Л)
(3,3,3,1,1) Fig.2
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6)
к
( U , U . l )
Observe that if {ij)  G D then (kl'i) ^ E. So it suffices to obserw i-simplices cr. 
So, [ij)  G (T m; +  nij > mk-\- rrii +  m,,.
L em m a 2.28 I-simp I ex a satisfies the following;
i) (T has no disjoint edges,
ii) Any cycle in cr contains exactly ■>' vertices.
P roof: i) Assume [ij).[k.l) G E. Then
//// +  rrij  >  rni; +  nil  +  
inu +  nn > nii +  ruj +  m,.
which is impossible.
ii) Directh^ follows from i). □
m.,, < 0
C orollary  2.29 Assame that [ij)· [ jI j ,  (ki) G E then the remaining vertices I 
and s can he connected with neither any other vertices nor each other.
P roof: If any of Ls say /, is connected to i. j  or k then we obtain two disjoint 
('(Iges which is impossible.
.\'ext assume that (Is) G E but neither / nor .s is connected lo any of i ,j .k . 
I ’hen we have
nil +  nij >  mi, +  nil +  
nil +  m.i > nil +  nij +  nik
wliich is impossible. □
n i l  +  >  2 n i k  +  n i l  +  '".s· n i l ;  <  0,
T h eorem  2.30 Thei-e are exactly six non-equivalent and non-singular pen­
tagon spaces given in (Fig.2)
.Proof: Previous lemma and corollary prohibit all other conli.gurations. So 
there are 6 non-equivalent and non-singidar penta.gon spaces. □
Consider 1) in (Fig.2). this pentagon space consist of polygons with one long 
edge hence equivalent to ]p·^ “ ·^ =  If we look at the item 5) in (Fig.2) we. see 
that in this case A4r> ~  For the item 6) we have DelPezzo surface(obta.ined 
IVom by blowing up two points in general position. For detailed explanations, 
see [7]).
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Alter investigating the structure oÎ spa.tial polygons for the cas('s n =  3,4, 5 we 
are ready to explore the structure of second non-trivial case, namely hexagon 
s])aces. Let j\4 be the moduli space of spatial 6-gons(hexagons) in Euclidean 
space and for P =  (n,·. I'j·, Vk,vi,7}„.,v,^) G M h where the components in bracket 
are vertices of P. Let m =  (mi, rrij. rni;, rni,rn.rn,'>'ria). be the \ ector of norms 
of corresponding edges of P. From now on, we will denote the vertices of P  
l)\· their indices i.e, P  =  { i ,j ,k ,l ,m . s) 6 Mn- It is necessary to introduce the 
notations
1) i and j  are connected iff rrii +  nij <  ^  rnt
2) i .j . k forms a triangular region iff m,· + m.j +  m/.. < ^  nti. (see Fig.4) 
Let E be 2 complex corresponding to all ineciualities of above i vpes.
D efin ition  2.31 .4 rerlrx i is fn-c if thcrt is no 2-simpltx V  confaiaing it. .4 
pair (ij) is free i f i , j  nir not vertices of ung 2-simplex.
Following lemma will help us to understand the structure of non-singular 
hexagon spaces.
.Lemma 2.32 For a non-singular hexagon space yV4(; it is itripossible to obtain 
configurations given in (Fig.'Sa. Fig.2b).
P roof: For {¿jk) we write / + j  -\- k < I in -f .s and for |//;a.s) we write 
/ -f- m +  .S' < f + i  +  k. Combining these two we get i +  j  +  k — I w s which 
implies the singularity. Hence (Fig.3a) cannot happen.
For the (Fig.3b) we have [bjk) a.nd [hil) then
b J k < ct -f- 4" / 
Ö +  i +  / < u. +  J +  k
b < a
riien,
b i-\- j  < rt -h i 4- i  < 6 4- 4- / < « 4- 4- / (bij) exists.
But this is not possible. □
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Lem m a 2.33 For a luxagion space, the following are impossihle.
1) More than one free vertex,
:l) Free vertex and free pair.
P roo f: 1) Assume i .j  are free vert,ices. So they are not corinelcvl to the other 
\ertices and each others. Thus,
' + j  > f  
./ +  •b· > f
¿ +  j  +  k +  6· > M.
hilt this is impossihle since m =  i +  j  k +  I +  in +  .s.
2) Let (ij) be a free |)air and .s a free vertex. Then vve must have
/ +  J  +  m. >  +  / +  .s (* )
/ +  / +  к A I I'll s (+^)
Combining and we obtain i +  j  > / +  .ч. We know that .ч is free vertex, 
but I s < i +  j  I +  s < i +  J +  к +  m and this contradicts tiie fact that .s 
is free. □
We arrived the main theorem of tliis section which gives a complete rlescription 
for non-singular hexagon spaces.
T h eorem  2.34 There are 20 non-singular, non-eeiuivalent hexagon spaces de­
scribed hg the following 2-e:omple:xes. say T.
Ij There: is a free verhx. 1-6 in (Fig.5)
J) There is free pair but no free vertices. 7-20 in (F'ig.5) except to. 
d)No free edges. 16 in (Fig.5).
P roof:If there is a free vertex then its complement is a. 4-simplex arid we arrive 
to the case 1) in the statement of theorem.
Let now, T contains a tree pair (ab) but not free vertices. Then its complement 
is a 3-simplex {ijkl). We call a pair {ij) multiple if both {(lij) and ( /« /)  belong 
lo E. Note that we talk abotit multiple pairs if we have free pairs, 
ft can be shown that there exists a multiple pair. Otherwisix each edge of 
3-simplex {¿jkl) belongs to a unique 2-simplex with vertex a or b. .Moreover if 
inij) € E then the opposite simplex (bkl) ^ E and hence {eekl) G E. Since n.b 
ai'e not free vertices, we can only have the following for E;
{aij), (akl), (eiik), {ajl), {bjk). (bil)
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which leads the configuration on (Fig.lb) which is impossible.
Observe that if there exist unic|ue multiple pair, say {ij) then is 7 in (Fig.o). 
Realhg in this case [kl) belongs to no simplex with vertices a or h and other 
pairs of opposite sichcsflike [ i l ) ,{ jk ))  are adjacent to the same vertex)« or /)). 
Ihuice. except 7 in (Fig.b) we only have
{ai:j)Aail)An:jk).{htj),[}nk),(hjl)
wliich is a configuration of type in (Fig.db).
.Next, assume that thei'e are exactly two multiple pairs. Then T is 18 in (Fig.o). 
Because the multiple erlges cannot be o])posite(since otherwise we get two com­
plemented 2-simpJices ({aij). {hkl) and this is forbidden by piiwions jernma). 
Hence the nudtiple pairs are adjacent say (/■j),(ik) and only two edge (jk ) or 
{/!) may be adjacent to a or h. Since {ik), [il) have opposite edges, they should 
. !)(' adjacent to the same vertex, say b and we arrive 18 injFig.ô).
W’e see that 11 and lb in (Fig.5) are all possibilities with 3 multiple pairs. 
.Vote that the configuration of 3 multiple pairs cannot contain opposite edges. 
Hence we have two possibilities given in (Fig.5) corresponding 11 and 16.
It remains to consider configurations with no free edges. VVe have two cases; 
/jEvery edge belongs to 2-simplico;.s i.e, T is a triangulation of a compact sur- 
face.
//jThere exists an edge, belonging to only one 2-simplex.
In fact we have =  lo erlges and =  10 2-simplices. Hence '’ in average" 
an edge belongs to two 2-simplices.
In the case /) T is a triangulation of obtained by identificat ion of opposite 
facets of Icosahedron.
Really. 10 triangles have 30 vertices, hence in the complex T with 10 triangles 
and 6 vertices in a.verage at each vertex should meet 30/6=0 triangles. .Since 
a vertex cannot ha.ve degree)number of edges joining the vertex to the other 
\-ertices) greater than sixjw'^ e need at least 7 vertices for this), 'riien the degree 
(;f each vertices should be 5., So, the star of each vertex is a i)('ntagon(Fig.7). 
each side (o6) of which should be adjacent to another vertex not ec(ual l.o o. 
This may be only the opposite vertex c. Since if (abd) € T tdic'ii b is a vertex 
of degree 3. So we arrive to a unique triangidation of RlP^(since the Euler 
characteristic is 6-15+10=1)
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Note that triangulatioii of RIF^  is not a realizable configuration since,
rt +  6 +  o < c +  (-/ +  / 1
I I I  1 ( Cl h < I d.
a h -\- c < o I d J
By taking sum over all vertices of tlie both sides of above in('(|uality we get 
n +   ^+  c +  f/ +  / +  o < a +  6 +  c +  d + / +  o, a contradiction.
To finish the proof we need to show that if S contains no free pair and at least 
one edge belongs to only one. 2-‘sim])le.\' then N is a cone ovei' the penta.gram 
in (Fig.8).
To see this let (/y/·) G F be unic(ne 2-simple.\ containing (/y). Then 
(o'y) ^ H with · € {/. ;/v..s·}. For · =  we have {k.rns),[l·írn).(kl■'>) 6 N
rps|)ectively.
We have no free pairs so for some «  ^ j , we have {cxil) G N 
Case T If Q = rn{ or .s).
We‘11 have {mil) € N. We already know that (k m s).{ijk ),{ 'kL'<] G N. .So, 
m +  / +  / < J +  +  s 1
-p  ^T ·'' N /. T ,y T m· |· ^  i < -S, I J. k III.
i J k. < I rn + -s J
Then we will have f < -s +  j  +  rn =P [kil) G N.( Similar argument ma.y
be a])plied for a = -s and it gives [kil] G N also)
Case II  cv =  k
111 both cases {kil) G N and hence N is a cone over pentagram in Fig.S. □
2.5 Cohomology of Spatial Polygons
In the previous sections, we saw that the algebraic va,riety of spatial polygons 
ill Euclidean space E'' is ecpiivalent to Cn{m), stable weighted coiiligurations 
on comple.x projecti\-e line 1P‘ =  S ’ modulo Möbius group PSl. ilC).
Let's define N,; to b(' the linear vector bundle over Cn{m) such that fiber at 
N =  {pi·,. ■ ■ -Pn) F e(|iial to tangent s])ace at pi G E', i =  i, · ■ · · »· We call £,'s 
natural bundles on Cn.{tn). _
We know that C„(?n) is non-empty if and only if weights rn — (n /i....... m,·,.)
satisfy;
rrii <  rn\ -p m2 -p · · · +  rii-i -p · · · -p riin] i — i , . . . .  n.
'lider this condition variety of semi-stable configurations Cnirn ) is a [)rojective
.T2
compactification ot Ca{yn) by a i‘inil.e number of point,s. ('oriesporuling line 
bundle £  of Cn{rn) can be written as
£(E ) =  £ f " '  0  . . .  O
at a point E =  (p i....... p„) G £«(?//.).
Setting £„(m ) =  ! PSL’li'C). VVe consider the map
I\.s--  : fp;^ )·'· == (P ' X .. . X P')·'· — > CJrn).
n —•■(/jJK-.S
W ith the fiber 7t“ ’ (E) ~  PSL^iC). This is tlie structure of a principal 
PPL->{C) bundle.
Let cC be the linear vector bundle such that for S G Cn{>'n), i^(E) is the tangent 
space to fiber 7T“ '(E ) i.e. is the tangent to PSL^iC) =  sl'j which acts on
SL -2 by adfj : ,4 i—>· g~' Af] and PSL'^iC) - SL-i/ ±  i.
.Vote that dtt adg - I since 4  G SLy- So determinant bundle dtIA i.s trivial, 
faking into consideration all above, we form the Euler sequence to be
0 0
1=1
where T  is tangent bundle to C„(?77,).
The canonical bundle of Cn{ru) is flefined to be the determinant bundle of 
I-forms Pi on Cn{ru). .Vamely,
/>■. == dctW.
W’e know that 0  =  T " . final of tangent bundle T. Then we sa\· —i< =  dtlT  is 
t he anticanonical bundle.
In an exact sequence
0 — *E ' E E'· 0
of vector bundles we have detE =  {delE ')0{dctE ") rvnd dtt 0  /:, =  0  Ei. iigain 
L’ys 7vre vector bundles, (see [10] ). Then we arrive the following theorem
Theorem 2.35 —k = dctT  =  (8>Li £,: when: T  the tangent bundle o/C„(m) 
and jCi'.a are natural bundles.
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0 — >  ^ — >■ ^  £; — > T  — > 0 
1=1
\v(> have £,· =  del'T Q) del:(i^  and dcti^  ^ is trivial. .So
n
cMT =  ^ C i  □
¿=1
P ro o f: above argument and Euler sequence
D efinition 2.36 .1 topological space X  is calkd an cvcn-cohoinologg space if 
it.': cohomology group.': / / ’' (A :Z )  mriish. for Xjdd.
The following lemma is a first step to determine the cohomologx· of spatial 
polygons. For the proof see [2],[7]
Lem m a 2.37 yVi„ />· an cvcn-cohomology space. □
.\s a consequence of the lemma, odd Betti numbers of yW„, vanish. The follow­
ing theorem is a useful tool for calculating Poincare polynomials. Fioof can be 
found in [7].
T heorem  2.38 Poincai'c polynomial of the variety M n is givt n by
i |/li
m I <
irliere rri — ni-\ -[-··· +  tn,p, rrij — riii.
L('t us go back to variety of weighted stable configurations. For any decompo­
sition /II.7II/v  .. . =  { ! . . . .  ,?i} let D/,//^ ·... be the cycle of stabh' configurations 
E = (p i, . . . .  pn) with p,y - Pi3 for r.v, /i are in the same component / . . / ,  K , .... 
In particular, we define
Dij =  rlivisor of stable configurations with pi --- /»,■.
We woidd like to characterize all effective cycles in Cn{rn.) using degenerate' 
fon figurations Dij],:i....
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Theorem 2.39 Any ejjective cycle in Cn{cn) is equivalent to positive combi­
nations of degenerate configurations D u k l  -·
Proof:· Theorem holds for special values for rrii's. For- example, for one 
massive point or three massive points. In these cases ~  p"·—t
C„(rn) ~  respectively.
It is possible to pass from one moduli space to another by a sequence of wall 
crossing Cn{rn) — >■ C„{Tn) such that only one inequality m/  ^ ^  changes its 
direction to be raj > '-f and all the other inecpialities stay uncliangerl. In this 
case we may choose m and m to be ai'bitrary close the wall u // =
L('t =  /1 1 ./. /  is the special subset mentioned above. Assume
\l\ = k. \.J\ =  1. Then
C n {rn i .  rrii : . / € - / )  ~  F '~ '  C  C „ ( m ) ,
C „ { m . j , r n i  : /' € / )  ~  C  C „ ( m )
and Cn{rn) i s  birationally e(|uivalent to C„(m)/P^'“ -h Algc'braic cycles in 
F„(/n) are those in C ,fw ) and cycle in P^ “ ' are generated by degenerate con- 
(igurations by the argument at the beginning of this proof.
□
Recall that £,;'s ai'e natural bundles on .Vd such thaï tlu“ fiber at 
T = (p i , . . .. Pn) i·'’ the tangent space at /;,· Ç P'. .Set
/; =  [£¿1 =  { zeros of -S'} — { poles of .s} 
where .s is a rational section of
L em m a 2.40 With the previous notations li =  £>,·_,· -f Dik — l\,k ■irliich is in­
dependent of choice of j .k .  ,
P roo f: Let t =  · :i_^ ];)e local parameter at c' € P ’ with /(p,:) - 1. Then
V i — V i .  Z —  V l . 'i-Pk -- k
_  d  ^ _  {pk -  Pj)d~
dz -  Pj){~ -  Pk)
{Pk -  Pj)dpi 
iPi -  Pj){pi -  Pk)
IS *. So [wi] =  D jk - D i j— Dik- Therefore,
U ^ D ,i^ -D ik -D ,u .  □
:h5
C orollary  2.41 Some oj the other relations between li and D;, are as foliou)s;
1) Dij =  -(/,· +  /,·),
2) l i - h  =  S D ik -D ik ) .
P roof: VVe have li =  D,:, +  Dik — Dju. So
h + l.i = 2D,:,·/; — Dij +  Dil; — DjI;
l,j =  Dij +  Djf; — Da-
so Dij =  +  Ij)·
■J) Follows from above'. □
[ lie lemma gives an iiuliictive procedure to evaluate any monomial in /,· in terms 
of "degenerate” cycles Dijj{^,„{'m which all points pi € /  are glued together as 
well as for ./. I\\ L , . . .). The following corollary allows us to evaluate an arbi­
trary monomial in Note that non-zero cycles should contain at least three 
components and 3-component cycles represent a point providi'd m/.m-./.m/r 
satisfy triangle ine(|uality.
C orollary  2.42 li ■ D/../,/y,„. =  D(u ),k„„ -b — Di,j.jn).
P roof: For any /,· and cycle Dpjj^:,,.,. with i G I we may write
li · Dijj^\„_ =  [£,:|(J„(m/. m./, rn-i ,^..
where right hand side of the above equation is the class of in 
C„(m/, m./, m /r,.. .) ~  Dijj^\„. and Cn{riii,rnj,rnh·,.. .) is the moduli space 
of weighted stable couiigura.tioris obtained from summing up weights of 
whose corresponding indices contained in f . .7, K, L ,.. .
By lemma we may write
n(ni.i,rn,j, rni ,^ ···)] =  r>u -F DiK — D Jl<
provided 1 G I and w(' obtain the equality in the statement of corollary. □
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E xam ple 2.43 For i 7^  j  we can evaluate Ijli as follows: hjc know that 
1; =  Di, +  Du. -  D ¡,. .S'o„
(; ■ D'c) — Dijk +  Diji — D\ij)(ki) .
(;■ · Dik =  Dijk +  D(Uz)(ji) ~  Diki
Ij · Djk - Dijk +  Djki — D(U){jk)
This implies
IjU - Dijk +  Fiji — Diki — Djki +  D{ik){ji) +  D(u)(jk) — l\ij)(ki)·
E xam ple 2.44 For i> =  If, a similar calculation leads as to Un fórmala 
p =  Dijk +  Fiji +  Diki +  Djki — F^imki) — F{ik){ji) — Dnk){ii).
This expression is independent of i, j .k ,l .
By the eciuivalerice o(' stable configurations and spatial polygons, we can relate 
the divisors Dij by some kind of i)olygons. In other words, a divisor /d,,· 
corresponds to a polgori in Á4 with edges (p i,/>2, . . . , p„) and pi f'l p¡ i.e. /;,■ 
and pj are parallel. For a.nti-parallel edges we write p,· pj.
Fsing the following theorem we may calculate the cohomolog\· rings of stable 
configurations, hence cohomology rings of spatial poh’gons.
T h eorem  2.45 Tin ('how(cohomolo(j!j) i-iny ofCn{m) is gen era tad hg the class 
of divisors Dij subject to the following relations:
1) V quadruple ( i . j .k . l )  there are linear relations
Dij +  Dkm =  Fik +  Djm =  h),„i +  Dkj =  —(/(' +  /,■ + //.■ +
d) For any triple {i. j ,k )  there are quadratic relations
FijDjk =  DjkDki =  DkiDij — Dijk·
■)) For any tree Г with vertices in I C u} such that mi > y ,
П 0^ = 0·
(b)er
;17
P roof: VVe know that, the divisor Dij generate the Chow ring. In the view of 
the Formula Dij =  +  /,), relations in 1) becomes trivial. Using the same
Formula we also see tliat a.ll products in (luadratic relations 2) ai (' e(|ual to 
The product in-3) is a locus oF conHgurations with equal points ¡>¡,,1- € /· Under 
the condition m/ > such configuration is unstable and hence Dij =  0.
OI)serve that the quadratic relations ensure that the product Dj is independent 
oF choice oF tree F on vertices
To prove the completeness, we need to show that; For any disjoint subsets 
/../. A', C {1 , . . .  · u } we have
In Fact, if i. j.k.in. are elements From l .J .K .M  respectively llien the above 
e(|iiation is equivalent to the Following identities;
+  Dhu) =  Di,.j,K.M{Dik +  Djm) =  A)/.gA-.A/(/hm + D-,k)
wliich Follows From i). .So ("') hohls.
.\ow, let us consider a puzzle; let‘s divide a heap oF stones oF masses rni into 
three parts oF masses rni^rn.j.rnK satisfying the triangle ine(|nality. Then any 
otlier such division may be obtained From the initial one hr remo\-ing a stone 
li'om one heap and putting it into another so that new heaps also sati.sfy the 
ti'iangle inequality.
Using the puzzle we can show that if /11.7II A' =  n} is stable decompo­
sition i.e. nil, m,j,rni^ satisfy the triangle inequality. Then D i Dj Dk — D u k  
is independent of stable decomposition.
Really, by the puzzle it is enough to check that
Dii{,}ju[i).K  =  DuK  if / / { / } , . /  u {'¿}./v is stable.
Applying ("“j to the (piadruple { i j , / / { ¿ } ,  .7, 7F we get
ksing triangle ineciualities m./ -f 7nA > y  and m/c + 
instable decompositions (J K ) and {K 1 /{¿}) then
^  we obtain
D{i}j/{i},{.jK) =  D{i}..L{ia/{i)) -  0
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So we obtained the desired result. It remains to check that 
i) Linear relations between divisors are complete,
li) Linear relation on divisor cycles follows from the ivlatioii i) in the
statement of the theorem.
The second part ii) is the consent of (*). The first part i.) necessarily says that 
I lie cross ratio [pi : pj : pk '■ pi\ generate the whole ring of nori-vaiiisliiiig· regidar 
functions on the divisors Dij. Actually, if we fix p,· =  0,pj — x>.p/, =  i then 
the complement of the divisor Dij is a subset A' C with pairwise distinct
componentsT^ 0,1. .\'oii-vanishing regular functions on are generated by 
(l>i -  {pi -  I)"*"’ inid niay be expressed by cross-ratio. Hence we are
done. □
C orollary  2.46 Tht Chow(cohomologjj) ring I i“’ {,\4) over Z /.s generated by 
tin classes of natural bundles subject to relations
1) if =  p, independent of i 
■2 )
rn
p^arih) =  0, nil >  y ,
2 A/· -f- 7*=I / 1 — 1
irlnre a,· is the r-tli elenientarg syrnrnetric polynomial and 
in =  ni\ T  · · ■ +  rn,i· lei] =  'fZiel
,M)o\'e corollary gi\'es a handy method to deterirdne the Chow ring of laolygon 
spaces. Moreover, iti wliat follows we will give explicit formulae to determine 
the monomials of the form p^l.pJ C I with m/ > ’-f.
N on -H olom orp h ic C ycles
There are natural symplectic cycles in the polygon space yW. corresponding 
degenerate polygons with antiparallel sides. Tangent space to the moduli of 
such degenerate polygons is not closed under complex multiplication but as a 
topological cycle, it should bp an integer linear combination of the holomor- 
phic cycles bi a simplest case of non-holomorphic divisor, it ma.y be
expressed as follows,
L em m a 2.47 The cycle Dfj(see Fig..Ob) of polygons with antiparallel vectors 
Pi IJ, pj is eeiuivalent to \(li — /,·) if Dfj is oriented by the vector pj.
;i9
I .
Fİ2.9a Fig,9b
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P roo f: Let us compare the intersection indices oi and :;(/,· — /,·) with 
iiolomorphic curves, that is with quadrangles D[j k i . Both ini ersections D~j ■ 
l l^.iKL find — /,■) · D ijK i are zero if ; belongs to the same set /, J, A", L. 
So we may suppose that i 6 l , j  € </. Then the first Intersection index is 
non-zero if and only if the quadrangle admits a degeneration into triangle with 
iparallel vectors /q pj. Here pi =  In this case
\\PK -  Pl \\ < \\pi -  P.i\\ < PK +  PL i·«, [rriK -  rrii\ < \mi -  rn.i\ < rni rn.io
Assume m/ > rnj and > rni. Then pi'evions inequality becomc's 
rriK -t- mj < rrif +  rni. w,i < m,j -|- iiii^  +  rni. ( i )
in the previous section we saw’ that there are two types of quadrangles(shown 
in Fig.i) ’’ triangle” type and ’’ star" type which are representcvl by {ijk)  and 
{[i j ) { ik)[ i l ) )  respectivefy. In our case we have
mi + mi< > rn.i -b ?;/£, and rni^ · +  m.j < mj +  ///./,.
So if mi + nij > rriw +  we obtain the star {( /J )(7 A ’ ) ( /L ) }, otherwise we 
find the triangle {IK  L). By coroll ary (1.40) we have
7: ■ Ih.iKL =  D{U)i<l +  D(ii^ ).ir^  — D i[.ik)l
'fogether with this forimda and using the assumption i € f , j  A ·/ we have
h ■ OuKL =  fb [i ■ kDuKL =  'I for triangle (1KL\.
li ■ Di.jKi, — — I, Ij · Di.ii<ii, =  i loi' star {{1 J){11\ ) ( / L)}·
In both cases k{l¿ -g [■) ■ D u k l  =  ~I·
Suppose nil < Ln..i then intersection indices change sign. As a result we get.
1 ' I 1 if rni < rn.i
-D/./AX =  , ... '2 I —i  d mi > rnj.
To compare this to D~j ■ D u k l  wo must choose an orientation ol D, ·, which 
is in fact an orientation of the normal plane to pi or pj. Let us choose the 
orientation by the normal to pn Then
i l ifr /i./> m ./ i . ,  ,,
. . .  —  ‘  ~
— I it nil < ni.i I
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.So if we orient it by pj we obtain the Lemma. □
This lemma, is quite useful in determining any product
D) =  2'· n  (^ <· ±  (/)
(b)€r
where =  ±1 and rrii > ^  with a tree L with vertices / .  Inri a.
different point of view, we rna.y consider T as partially oriented i.e, some edges 
have an orientation i —> j ,  yet the others rna,y not be oriented. So we define
Dr =  21-
(P)er
L('l us take F to be star {(?oT)(dji’2) · · · Thfii
W111 £; =  ±1 and e,„ =  1.
Observe that
! ! ( ' .  +  ' . ) =  E  l i t
i
o r i ^ . n t a t i o n  < o f
r
E
-^ ’+Kodc/| —Ul“ l
where dtg'^i is the niiml^er of edges entering i and lodd ‘Snhset of vectors 
with odd dtg^. This lea.ds to the ec.|iiation
D) =  2 '-l E (*)
c /
|// /| =  2 k  +  I
where ej =  flie./ '"-o [i -  0/^.; (/·
VVe may take the last formula, as a system of 2’ “ ^^^  equations with the same 
number of variables /,///', .7 C I  and |//./| ~ 2k +  1. Note that the matri.x of 
the system is invertible because its scjuare is a scalar matri.x. 
riie following theorem and its corollary are useful in calcula.ting the cohomol- 
ogy. >
T h eorem  2.48 For any J C l,riii > y  and \I/J\ =  2k +  I. the following 
formula holds
h  ■ p‘  =  E  'j -d ;
ii'licre the product is taken over all combinations of signs (-g — =  1.
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P roo f: Using (*) we ca.n write
=  hv
l< C I
\ I / I < \  =  -2k +  1
Since
V - ,. 0 i f ./ /  A',
C orollary  2.49 Lei |./| +  2k -- n — 3 = dirnM and I D d lx·, any set of 
cavdinidity n — 2. say I =  { i , .. . . n ]/{a .,Z }. a·, d ^ I ■ Then
l.ip''’ =  Y  sgn{eixmj)(ij/j
I n irx  -  r n  ;) I <  I ( . r n  / ) I <  771,, - f  /71
where the sum is taken over all signs eg =  ±1. fixed on one element y € I with 
<■. =  1 and.{ei,nil) =  Hieif-irrii.
P roof: By the a-ssumption of the corollary |/| = n —2 and hence' \I/J\ =  2A;+1. 
Note that in the smii. we consider cv, A € n } / /  such that the pohtgon
do'generates into a triangle and sa.tisfies the triangle inequalitj·. So the previous 
l lieorern is applicable. □
2.6 Fano Polygon Spaces
V\'e charecterized all the hexagon spaces in section(2.4). Now we want to 
determine the Fario hexagon spaces. Before that, it is necessai'v to talk about 
the theory lying behind.
P rop osition  2.50 Let the vertiees of an element of the moduli space j\4 be 
nurnhered as 1 ,2 , . . . ,  Theni the first Cliern class c i { M)  is given by
a ( M )  = Y ,D u+,.
i= 1
[lere we set Dnn+i =  T)711
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Proof: Using the natural bundles we write Ci(yVi) = /¿. Taking consecutive
sum with the convention /„^ _i — l\ we have,
Ci{j\4 ) =  ^  -(I' i  +  / (+ i )  =
¿=1 ¿=1
Definition 2.51 /1 divisor D is ample if D ■ C > 0, V curve C eonlnined in 
Similarly, a vector bundle C is ample if C\c i‘> ample for every curve in
M ,,.
Xote that D u k i  ^  ^  rni, nij. rn.i.;. m.[^  satisfy rn.[ < ni.j + z///^ · + nii for all
/ . K, L and in this case D u kl  — P'.
Theorem  2.52 (Ampleness Criterion) D = YSl-i afi, wlit re '.s are char­
acteristic classes of natural bundles £,· a'nd aSs are positive numbers, is ample 
if and o nly if for all (¡uadruple D u k i  we have
d i > 0 for '’triangle’'
a I < a.j + a/v + for "star"
Proof: Recall that there a.re two types of (juadrangles; 
L) Triangle type; for indices i , j ,k , l
rn rn
rn
rn,
T
2) Star type: for indices
rn rn rn
rrii
For triangle type, = Dij-\-Dik~Djk — 0 and IfDijki = Dn+Dtj — Dij =  2
For star type di-Dijki = Dij +  Du; — Dji, =  —1 and Ij-Dijki — D¡rVDjk — Dik = 0. 
VVe need to check D ■ Du k l  = XTILi ' D u k l ) > 0> ''^Du k l  7^  0. So we will 
have two cases,
Case I Triangle case: In this case we set
rn rn rn
rnL +  rnj >  y , rtiL +  m/v > y , m.j +  niK > —
and
h · D u k l  =
2 for i e  1
0 for i ^ I
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Case II Star case: In this case
n i l  +  n i l  >  — , rri[ +  rn.j >  — , rn i +  m/v' >  — .
So
— I. for i G /
1 for i  ^ I
[ii order to obtain D · Du k i  > 0, in the first case we must have' a/ > 0 and in 
tlie second case a/ < aj + cik +
Corollary 2.53 Tfn aiiticanonical clus-'i C]{Mn) — Ilh  i-'f amph: if and only 
if for all star typo d rye-nr ratio ns of any (luadruplr Dukl »-’f Inirc
|/|_< l-^ l + |A I + \L\.
Definition 2.54 M  is Fano if thr first anti-canonical class(first Chrrn class) 
is arriplr.
In other words, M  is hano if and only if Ci (yW) · > 0 for all (luadrangles
OuKL-
The following theorem classifies all Fano hexagon spaces.
Theorem 2.55 Among 20 non-eyiiioalent. non-singular hexagon spaces only 
l).2) and 11) in Fig.-I are Fa,no.
Proof: To prove tlu' theorem, we will use the preceeding discussion about 
being Fano.
For the item 1) in Fig.5 given by (m,·, m,·, my., m;, ?n„i, m.,) = (1,1.1.1,4) ~  
P‘, consider any cpiadrangle Dukl «uch tha.t rrii + nis > w — 1-5 foi' all 
.S' = ./, K, L. where { ! . . . . ,  n} = 1 11.1 U K U L.
If |/| =  1 arid .s G 1 then nii < m./ + m,/ -^+m/, D u k i  7^  0 and m/ + m5 > 4.5. 
It is clear that |/| < |./| + |/F| T \L\·
Assume s  ^ I . Then m/ = 1 and Dukl 7^  0. Note that s is contained in any 
of./, K, L, say .3 € .J. Since five indices left, one of ./, 7i, L must be of ca.rdinality 
one. But for any distribution of remaining elements to J, K, L we may have 
the possibilities
riiK — nil — 2
rriK = l,m£, =  3 ( or converse.)
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If \J\ =
and also we may ha.ve |J| =  2 and пц  ^ =  [{or rni =  i) or |,/| =  3 with 
-- m i  =  1. In all of these cases we will have S =  A", L with гщ +m., < 4.5. 
Therefore, we will disregard the case .s  ^ I.
Next assume that |/| =  2 with .s G /, Then rnj — 5 and hence =  0. For
ф. / ,  say ■$ G J we have m/ =  2 and clearly remaining three indices can be 
distributed as follows:
i) \J\ =  2 with .s G ./, |A'| =  \i\ =  1, rriK =  rriL =  1 
iz) J =  {.s}. |A^| =  2( or \L\ =  2), тц =  2( or my = 2).
For the case i) above, mi +  тпц =  пц +  rni =  3 < 4.5,
for the case ii) above mi +  тд- (or rn.i +  т,д) =  4 < 4.5. So W(' ma\· disregard 
the cases for |/| =  2.
Suppose |/| =  3 and .ч G /  then ruy > 4.5 D u k i  =  0. If .s ^ A then m,/ =  3
and we will have a component / ,  ·/, A' with cardinality one. Tlierefore we also
drop the case |/| =  3.
Note that for |/| > 3 we cannot find a di.sjoint partition composed of four 
components. If we consider the cases which we may confront, we .see that 
|f| < \J\ +  |A'| +  \L\ whenever ф 0. This implies that the item 1) in
Fig.5 is Fano.
Our aim is to show that 2) in Fig.5 is also Fano. VVe will consider all 
((uadra.ngle D u k l  such that rrii +  nis > ’-j =  T-o,S =  J, I\\ L where 
777,/, rnk, n il, rn„,. //7.,) -  .(2, 2, 2. 2, 1, 6).
b('t |/| =  I with .s G /  then my =  6, / /^.уд-д ф 0. If we have a i)ai'tition such 
l liat /  =  {•s},·/ =  { m}  and lA"! =  |A| =  2 then ш.у + nij =  7 7.5 Thus,· we
may disregard this case. If we have I =  {.s}, |,/| =  1 with rn ^ ./ there will be 
two possibilities;
г) |A^| --- 3( or \L\ =  3) myc =  5,6 and riii =  2,1 respi'ctively
i.i) |A'| — \L\ — 2 with myc =  3, шд =  4 or гпк =  4, т д  = 3 depends
where rn belongs.
For the case i) with гпк =  5, тпь =  2 we have my +  rns >  7.5 lor A - A', L.
But if instead of taking тц =  5 we take гпк =  6 in case i) automatically we 
will have rnj =  I. Then mi +  т д  < 7.5. This means, we will disregard this 
option.
Assume 2) holds then in either cases we will ha.ve my +  ms > 7.5 with
|/|<|7| + |Л'| + |7|.
.Suppo.se |/| — 2 and I =  {т,.ь·} then m/ — 7 and for any distribution of
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remaining· four india's vve‘11 have m/ +  ///-.$· > 7.5 for all S = J, K ,L  and
|/| < \ J\ +  \K\ +  \L\. If /  ^  { m, s }  then m/ =  8 D u k  ^ =  0. Hence vve omit 
tlii.s case.
Let\s try to see what will happen if |/| =  2 and .s  ^ / .  Then ;/// G {3,-4}. VVe 
may disregard both o( these cases since in these cases we will lia.ve a singleton 
consist of an index with corresponding lenght is 2.
faking |/| =  3 and .s ç  /  we trivia.]ly sa.y that — 0. So assume
|/| =  3, Ş  ^ / .  If m G 1 then rrii =  5 and we will have a singh^ton con*e- 
spoiiding to lenght 2. Thus, we will disregard this case. In the remaining case 
/// ^  I , rrij  —  6 and |./| =  |.A | =  \L\ with rn G one ol ./, L. As a result, we 
may disregard the case |/| =  3.
.\mong all valid cases, we have m/ +  rus > 7.5 with |/| < |./| + 17v'| + |Z|. Thi.s 
mean.s that item 2) in Fig.5 i.s also Fano.
Xext. we claim that all of the remaining ifern.s except 11) aia- not Fano. To 
prove this we will give detailed explanations why item 3) is not Fano and re­
peating argument which is done above, we will only give the (pıadrangle which 
makes the relevant itcmi non-Fano.
For the case 3) we have (m;, m,·, m/,,, m./, m„,,, m.,) =  (2, 2 ,1 .2 ,1 .5). Now, 
consider I  =  { i , j , l } , J  =  { k } , K  =  {rn} ,L =  {.s}. Note that, rui -- 6 so 
D i.ikl ^  0 cuid nil +  Ills >  6.5 for all S - J,K,L.  But |/| =  |./| +  |A'| +  \L\. 
Therefore item 3) in Fig.5 is not Fano.
The following is the list .for the partitions which makes the remaining 
il(uns(except 11) ) noii-Fano.
( /  -- { i , j , k }  f or i ) ) . ( I  =  {,)./.:./} /o ? -5 )),(/ - { i , ford))
(I -  f o r i ) ) , { I  -  {/,?;v.,.s} forS)),{I =  { f r n , s ]  /ori)))
( /  =  {/,m,.s·} /e /T 0 ) ) ,( /  =  {¿kA-î··} /o r l2 ) ) , ( /  =  /} /e/T3))
(7 =  { j , k , l }  f o r [ 4 ) ) , ( l  =  /o r l5 ) ) , ( /  =  {k,l ,m.} forlG))
( /  - { k , f  rn} f o r i ! ) ) ,  (I  =  {i , l ,rn} for  18)), (I =  { j ,k . in ]  fori9) )
{I  =  {k, I, m} f  01-20))
\
To finish the proof we need to show that the item 11) in Fig.5 is Fano. Let 
|/| =  1 with one of l,rn.,s belongs to / ,  say .ş· 6 / .  If one of the /. in is groupped 
together with one of i.j,  k then we will have either a singleton consists of index 
corresponding lenght 1 or a set with cardinality two whose sum of correspond­
ing lenghts is 2. In both cases m/ T rns <  7.5 where S is the any of the sets 
we mentioned above. So we‘ ll disregard the case that / or rn is groupped with 
one of i, j, k.
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As another case, we may have a set, say ./ =  In this case we will
have one singleton and one set with cardinality two in which sum of corre­
sponding lenghts doesn't exceed 2. Thus, this case is disregardahle. Last 
possibility for 1 — {.s·} is to have J =  { / } ,  К  =  {m }, L = { i , j ,  /. }. In this case 
77/,/ +  rriL =  7 < 7.5 so we drop' this case.
Assume I is a singleton whose element is one of i, j, Then, for any distribu­
tion of remaining five elements will not give a valid case so we ma.\· omit this. 
For |/| =  2, we can not choose two elements from /,?r/.,.s because if so 
l^ h.iKL — d· Therefore, we will form set /  consists of two elements one from 
the indices whose coi'responding lenght is I and one from the remaining in­
dices. All possible pai-titions are revised in the cases for |/[ =  I which may l/e 
disregarded. Flence we cannot find a partition satisfying mi -f lus > 7, 5 for 
S — ./, K. L with |/| =  2.
As the last case we may have |/| =  3 but of course, it is impossible to have 
;it least two of /, m, .s together since this means T>/.//c£, =  0. What I'ernains is 
to choose one from /.///, .s and two from ¿, j ,k  or we may take / =  [i. j . k } .  In 
the former case, we will have a. singleton whose elements corres|)onds to lenght 
1. hence we omit this case. In the latter case, we have three singletons with 
correspoinding lenghts are equal to 4. Since m¡ =  3 we have m¡ -f ms <  7.5 
for all S — J,K,L.  This leads disregard of the case. To sum up, in the case 
11) in Fig.5 we don't have a partition of { ! , . . .  n] with m/ -f ms > 7.5. As a 
I'esult, item i i )  is Fano. □
D efin ition  2.56 /1 maximal degmcration in Cn{m) is a cycle сопяШ.ту of 
configurations in which pi =  pj, for all i^j € 1 and I is the maximal set. lAc 
will denote a maximal degeneration by M [.
Note that M [ C C„(///.) and actually M [  ~  V’' with k =  n 
The maximal .sets /  are characterized by inequalities
_  ■)
rri
rni -f 771., >  —
rn
< w
T h eorem  2.57 C„(7/i) is Fano if and only if any maxim.al digeneration M i  
is either a point or has dimension greater than
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P roo f: We know 1;lia.t, Cn(rn) is Fano the polygon has no qinulrangle degen­
erations of ’’ star” type i.e, we won‘t liave degenerations given hy
,  ^ >^·' , tn rii.
n i l  -I- 77)../ >  y , 772/ -|- m/<- >  y ,  772/ +  772/, >  —
with |/| > f .
W(^  can successively move a side /7.,, .s· ^ / to the set of edg<'s witose ¡iidic(is 
are contained in /  as long as it is possible i.e, we can move it rxs long as 
n i l  <  y .  As a result, we arrive to the maximal degeneration m/ < ^  and 
nil +  nis >  y ,  Vs ^ I. There are two possibilities;
i) The maximal degeneration is a point i. e, |l| =  72 -  2,
ii) The maximai degeneration is of positive dimension.
Tl
(lim M i =  72 — |/| — 2 < ----- 2
2
for the ones which are not Fano(i.e, quadrangles of star type with |/| > |) 
Thereiore, ibr Fano we have
77. — 4
dirriMi >  --------. □
2
C orollary  2.58 For n G {4 ,5 } wc have. Fano polygon spa,ecu 
P roo f: By previous theorem we get — 0 a.nd diniM.j > 1. □
C orollary  2.59 For n=6, only 1),2) and 11) in Fig.5 are Fano.
P roo f: In this case, we have either dimAdi =  0 or dimAdj >  2. In other 
words, hexagon spaces are Fa.no if and only if they do not ha.V(i l-dimensiona.l 
maximal degenerations. That is, if rni +  m,· +  rnk < j  then tlu'-re exists I such 
that 772, -f 772, Tr/2fc-f 772; < y  and by classification theorem(Theorem 2..34) only 
I ),2) and l i )  satisfy above.
□
Using the tlieorem (2.38) we can calculate the Poincare polynomial of the 
hexagon spaces. Let us find the Poincare polynomial Vq{Me)  foi' Fano hexa.gon 
spaces.
For Ma  given by (1,1,1,1,1,4); Here 772=9. Let's find /  C {1 ,. ■ · ,6 ) .such that 
7 7 7 ./ < 4.5
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For 7 =  0, we have only one such sel;. Any singlel;on sa.t,isfies the reciniremenl· 
and (,here are (i singletons. Note that for any two short (xlg(,'(other edgcis than .s) 
wo have the corrcs|)onding norms less than 4.5 and there arc (:N =  10 subsets
vvH.h t.wo elements satislying this. Any i.hree. short edges ea.n Ix' gronppefl 
l.og(ither and there are live short edges. So we have =  possible / with 
|/| =  3. The last possible cardina.lity for 7‘s is four and a.gain only four short 
('dgcis can be put (.og<^ ther. This n)ea.ns, there are five sets satislying uii < '1.5 
vvitli four elements. Therefore
Pj(A4f,) =  (/■’ +  q'^  +  <7 +  1
h(niee. fta =  fi'i — fi,\ =  f)a =  f where /?,; is the zth Betti number and .so, the 
I'hder characteristic is , x{A4c>) =  4. The superscript ” 1” in 7 ,^j(A4o;) shows the 
number of hexagon s|)a.ce given in Fig.5.
Similarly, we can writ<i
V^{j\Ar,) = ' q^  +  +  2g +  1; /?o =  =  T /^ 2 =  A  =  2; =  6,
=  7" +  ''b/' +  3 7 + 1 ; /?o =  fk =  1, ^2 =  A  =  3; A:(-/bis) =  8.
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Chapter 3
MODULI SPACE OF POLYGONS IN  
M INKOW SKI SPACE
In tliis chapter we will Garry some result,s anti structures giv(iii at, the previ­
ous chapter for the moduli s])ace of spatial polygons Ai in Euclidean space 
1,0 'I-dimensional Minkowski space M' .^ The main purpose of the chapter is to 
prove that almost complex structure /  on the moduli space of spa.tial polygons 
in Minkowski space which I will denote again by A4 is integrable i.e, /  is a 
complex structure.
For those who interest,efl in the algebraic a,nd geometric propertic^s of Minkowski 
spaces, [3] and [16] would be a good source.
3.1 Algebraic Preliminaries
Let E be an Euclidean space i.e, finite dimensional vector spa.ce over R with 
(ptadratic form Q which is positive definite.
D efin ition  3.1 Let (E,Q)  be a quadratic form on the vector space E over 
of dimension n. A basis { t\, . . . ,  e„} for E is orthanormal if ;
< ei, Cj > =
0
-1 ,0 ,1  i f i = j
udiere <, > is the inner product obtained by Q via polarization.
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Note Uia.t; for all i|na.dra.tic form [E^Q) over a vector space E. tliere is an or- 
l.liaiioi inal l)a.sis(see [d]). Therefore it is worth considei'iiig the iiiimixns of basis 
(dinnents with positive', and negative norms. We have the following theorems hy 
Sylvester.
T h eorem  3.2 L(d { c i , . . .  ^Cn} he an oriluinorvial basis for Lkr (|ll·(ulraUc Jorvi 
( /o,Q)  n7;r:r R. 77/r: im.inho's
V =  i{'/1 < > =  - 1 } <i =  U>\< I }
arc independent of the orthanorinal basifi considered.
P roo f: See [.'}] on p.|) 8 □
VViUi the notation of theorem, we say that the quadratic form {E,Q)  has 
Sjjlvcster type {—p.,<l)· d'lie following lemma will he nsefnl in procecMling sec­
tions.
L em m a 3.3 (Diseriiiiinant) Let R be a plane in (E,Q)  generated by two vec­
tors u,v. The Sylvester txjpe of R is determined by the discriminant
A = <  u^u X  VyV >  - ( <  v,v  > y
according to the follo wing
' ( 1 , - 1 )  . / A < 0  
( -1 ,0 )  i fA  =  0 ' 
^ ( -2 ,0 )  if A > 0
□
3.2 Minkowski Space
Let us R ” with n>l .  The Minkowski(Lorentz) metric on R '‘ is defined a.s;
(ii, v ) i  = 7J,nVn -  "nWl -  ... -
where n =  ( u j , . . . ,  i/.,,,), w =  (wi, · · ·, '<’ 7
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Ill ol.lier words, iisin,t!; local cooi(liiia(;es Minkowski inctric ran ho vvril.i;on as 
— d:\:\ — . . .  — dxf,_f. For simplicity,wo will droj) the snhsrription L· rrom 
the notation of Minkowski metric.
D efin ition  3.4 R" iinl.k Miukowski victric (,) is called, ii-dimcnsioiud 
Minkowski space and denoted by M“ .
( Considering natural liasis for R " we see that the Sylve;ster tyjKi of M" is 
( - ( » -
E xam ple 3.5 Let us con.sii/ci· M '^ {c), C2, c·)) is the natural basis. It is clear 
that is of Sylvester type (-2,1)
Unlike Euclidean spaces, in Minkowski spaces it is possible to lia,ve vectors of 
negative norms and non-zero vectors of zero norm. Let (7” “ ' ho the set of 
vi'.ctors with zero norm i.e, =  {n G M”Kn, i;) =  ()}. C"~' is calhxl Liyht
cone ill
D efin ition  3.6 A vector u G is called;
/’ ) Light — like i f  (li,u) =  ()
ii) Time — like i f  (ti,lt)>()
Hi) Space — like i f  (u, u) > 0
A iiine-like(space-like) vector u — {ui, . . . , « „ }  is said to he po.sitive(or juture
pointing) if Ui >  0. Note that light-like vectors are placed on C"' time-like 
vc'ctors are placed interior (7"“ ' and space-like vectors are placc'd cxi.orior 6’ "“ '
P rop osition  3.7 If n, v are positive(re.sp. negative) time-like vectors in M“ 
and t >  0 then the vector;
1) in is positive(resp. negative) time-like,
2) u V  is positive (resp. negative) time-like vector.
P roo f: 1) (tu,hi) =  t\u ,u ) >  0 because u is time like. So tu is time like a,nd 
since t >  0 tu is positive(resp. negative).
2) Let u =  ( u i , . . .  ,n„)  , ?; =  (ui, . . .  ,v,f) he positive(resp, nega.tive) time-like 
vocl.ors. Then;
5.3
(?t, +?;,)''* > (i<2 +  . . .  +  r4)
+2(it^ +  . . .  +  ■ui)'^{vl +  . . .  +  y2)? +  +  . . .  +  vl)
>  (ii.j +  . . .  +  u i )  4- '¿{U2V2 +  . . .  +  UnVn) +  {»'2 +  . . .  +  l>l)
.= ("■2 +  V2Y  +  . . . +  (?i„ +
Al, i.lie middle step of above expression, we use Cauchy-Scliwarz iiie(niality for 
I011clidefi.11 spa.ces. As a result we see tliat a. +  a is positive(r('sp. iK'gji.tive) time 
like vector. □
C orollary  3.8 'I'lic set oj positive(icsp. negative) tivie-like vectors in M"' is a 
convex subset. □
Below is the one of the most important differences between Mirdcowski and 
IMI cl i d eea.i i s pa ces.
P rop osition  3.9 For time-like vectors n,v  G M ", inverse Caueliy-Sehwartz 
inequality holds i.e,
(m, v )^  > (u, u)(v, v)
Fguality holds when n and v are linearly dependent.
P roo f: If v., v are linearly dependent, say v =  Xu then
(u,v)^ =  (u,Aii)^ =  =  (u,u){Xu, Xu) =  (u,n){v,v) .
Assume ti, v are linearly independent. Consider the plane gener.ited by w, v sa.y 
ll. Then R is of Sylvester type (-1,1),(-1,0) or (-2,0). We know that ./?, contains 
a vector of positive norm so the type is (-1,1)· Therefore, using Discriminant 
lemma of previous section we have ;
{u,u){v,v)  < (u,v)'^ □
C orollary  3.10 For time-like vectors u ,v we have ||u-fu|| > ||'<|| +  ||w||· //ere 
II, II denotes thé norm of vector via Minkowski metric. □
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E xam ple 3.11 Consider =  {/1 Ç =  ()}. The form defined as
=  —^l.rAIJ inhere A, В 6 5(2(Kî5Î2(R) i s  a inetrie on sIjiR). We know 
lhal the matrices
0
«1
I 0
I 0 / ’ “  1 0 -  f ' ’ ^
form a basis for ùli{R). Note that
(«1,<?2) =  =  {(•2у(’‘л) -  0
moreover {e,,e^) =  (^2, 62) =  - 1  and (ез,вз) =  I. We eoncl 
5l2(R ) ,( , ) )  is of Sylvester type (-2,1)· Let us define the niap
/ : M "  — > SI2 
u =  { x ,y , z )  A
Where A is the matrix yiven by;
X  у  +  ;
/ 1  =
у  -  Z  - X
f  is an isomorphism and (/u ,/u )£ , =  (?/,?;) fo ru ,v  6 M^. So M'^  ~  si2(R ) tvith 
(/I, B) =  —}^tr[AB) i.e, an isometry.
D efin ition  3.12 'Fwo vectors u,v 6 M” is called orthagonal if {u, v) =  0 .
l‘\)llowing proposition gives another characteristic property of Minkowski 
spaces differs from Euclidean case.
P rop osition  3.13 Let u,v  € M"^  be orthagonal vector's. If u is time-like then 
V is space-like and. vice vei'sa.
P roo f: Assume (n,v) =  0 and v is light-like. Then (v,v)  =  0. By proi)osition 
2.9, we have (u, v y  > (n, u){v, v) =  0 and ecpiality holds in case a, v are linea.rly 
(h'pendent. But this is not the ca.se. Otherwise u =  Aw and Inmce {ii,,u) =  0 
which is impossible since u is tirne-Iike. So strict inequalit}^ holds but in this 
ca.se (w,,w)  ^ > (u,u)(v,v)  =  0 a contradiction to ortha.gona.lity of u and w. 
Next, let w be time-like. Then (u,?i),(w,w) > 0 and by proposition 1.6
(w., w)^  >  (?/,, ti)(w, w) > 0
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ilgaiii a. coii(,ra.(licl,ioii. So v must he a. space-like vector. □
I'Vom now on, we will onij'· consider M ’ or e(|uivalently stillR) with metric 
(/1, IJ) = On vye ca,n define the product [?i,u] = .l{u x v) where
/ 1 0  0 \
. 7 = 0 - 1 0  
Vo  0 - 1  /
and ‘ x ‘ denotes the usual vector product in R ’. It will he us(',ful to explore 
some propei ties of l.his product.
Proposition 3.14 The product [,] on posesftes the follovnnp properties;
i) is orthagonal both u and v w.r.t Minkowski metric,
ii) [ti, ?;] =  — [n, u] 
in) ([ti, u], w) =  (ti, [u, lo]) 
iv) [u, [u, in]] =  (u, w)v — (n, v)w
v) [u, ?;] =  0 u =  An A G R
where u, v, w G M'^  ·
Proof: First note that for u,v  G Ju) = <  u,v >  where < ,>  is the
standa.rt metric on R *.
i) ( [u , ?;], (,() =  (,7(u X u ) ,u )  = <  n X v , u  > =  0 and ( [ t i,  n], u) =  0
i i )  [u,?;] =  J { u  X v) =  —J ( u  X v) =  —[u, u]
Hi) ([ii,?;],?/;) =  ( ./(«  X v),w) = <  u x t;,tw  > = <  u,v x w > =
(u,J(v  X n;)) =  ( t i,  [u , i« ])
iv)  Setting U =  (?ii, U2, U3 ), V =  (ui, V-z, U3), to =  (w i, W2 , 1 0 3) 
and direct calculation will give the result. 
v) :=4> Let [u, t»] =  0 .7(u x 1;) =  0 so u x u =  0 u, =  An, A G R
If u =  An, A G R then =  J{u x v) =  XJ{u x u) =  0. □
Corollary 3.15 with the product [,] is a Lie algebra.
Recall that ~  5l2(R ) with given metric. We will define a product [,] on
[ A , B ] ^  f [ f - \ A ) , f - \ B ) ]  
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w h e r e /- ‘ ( /l) =  ( . T , ^ , ^ )  for
^  =  ( '^ ) . G 5h
Note l;ifa.t
{ [A,13]; A) = U i r ' { A ) , J - \ n ) l A )  = { f i r \ A ) J - ' { n ) ] , f { J - \ A ) ) ) .
Siiicr. /  is a.M isometry we liave
(|/l, /?]./!) = ([/-'(/I),/-'(/?)],/-'(/!)) = 0
aiul similarly {[A,B], B) =  0.
Proposition 3.16 Bivduct [,] on s[2(R) wWi given metric h<is the following 
properties;
i ) [/I, B] is ortluigonal to both A and B,
a )
Hi ) [A,B] =  H ^  A =  \B,
t„ ) [A,[B,C\] =  ( A , C ) B - ( A , B ) C ,
V ) {A,IB,C\) =  { [A,B] ,C) .
ml I,ere A ,B ,G  € sl2(IR) and A G R.
P roo f: VVe prove the item i) just before the proposition. All of the other items 
listed above can be checked directly using the pfoperties of [,] in M b □
As a. result of the previous proposition we can say that the bracket on M'’ and 
the product on st2(R ) ha.ve the same properties.Observe that for /1 G 5(2(R) 
with =  1 and any B  G 0[2(R)sl2(R) that ( A ,B)  =  0 we have
[/1, [/1, :^ ]^] =  { A , B ) C  — { A ,A )B  =  -^B. Thus the operator
1a - < A > · ^  — > < A>·^
B ^  [A,B]
defines an almost complex structure on <  A >·^, orthagonal complement of A 
ill 5l2(R).
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3.3 Geometry of the Moduli
Iv(i(, M  he I,he iinil,e set of p„ e  5l2(R) such that Pa =  0 and
· 0. Il(’iic(i p„ is tim(>-lil<(' for ;i.ll (v. VVr s(>t ,'W -- M  
modulo adjoint action of S L -iÇ R )  -  M / S L 2{R).TheA i the taıifîc'itt space T(P) 
at point P =  {pa} consist of vectors q =  [q„] sncli that
0  ('■/«,p«) =  o
« )  E '7 «  =  ü
rv
Hi) Two sз^stenıs {r/„} and {uj„) represents the same tangent v(î(h,or if 
3x e  SÎ2(1R) such that =  q„ +
P rop osition  3.17 There exist a unique representative {q,„} such that;
y-' [*/o > Va] _
a
P roo f: To show the existance, conskler q =  by i) we know r/„jLp„ i.e, </„ is 
spa.ce-Iike vector for ail cv. => (qa, I^a) <  0. So there exist a repr(\seiita.tive {r/„} 
su ch that
E = rmn.rnr
flence by extrema condition we have — 0·
I'or uniqueness, let =  q ^ [a:,p„] foi' some x € sf2
E = 0 .rn,,
Note tha.t
'Then
y v  [[•'^ b Pw]) yV] _  Q ^  y  ([bb /by]) /-><■>]) ■'>0 _  Q CP ^ 2  ?tv], [■>b /by]) _  Q
m, TUr, I Hr
•Since p„ and [;ib/v] are ortliagonal, is space-like. So
([;i:,/y,], < 0 bbP«] = 0 ''‘■H «· Hence x =  Xp„.,\ G R for all
rv. For non-collinear /y/s , tliis is the case if x =  0. Therefore ip, =  q„. □
In the oase of colliriear vectors, the gauge repre.sentative { 7,,} is miirpie but
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I.Ik' l,aiigeii(. space lias dimension great,er I,liât, t,liat, of'Ad. Tliis means that, the 
point is singular.
d'he nniqueness allow ns to define the operator
/ : T{ P)
{ % }
7 { P )
I [?W) V<x\ j
rn„
where Scitisfies the calibration condition J2r, =  d· Note that
l^ <la =  =  —>ln- Therelore we obtain a complex strucl nrc on tangent
spare T{I ’).
L em m a 3.18 The- 2-form u> on T { P)  given by
Ttla "^ ’(x
-re q =  {qa},f/ =  {<7«} € ' ^ { f )  symplectic form and in addition invari­
ant under gauge transformation q„ h-»· q„ +  [a ,p „],« G 5(2( 1^ ) =
P roo f: Let us first prove the invariance. Consider
(['?« + [^0 Pa],P<y) ^  Wa +  VafPa])
rnf, rnt
= - E (7« +  [«, Pa]\ rnlb -  (p„, h)pa +  [p„, q'^ ])in:
in:
llenc(', uj is inva.ria.nt under gauge transformation.Note that
^ {7,7 ) =  ------- =  - ^ ( 7 , 7)
fv
So, u; is alterna.ting.
Now assume u;((7, 7') =  0,Vç' G Then set q' ■=-- Iq T (P ) we get
Q ___ ^  ([9a>? Iqcx]) Pa]) __ ^  ([Çof) [Çofî Pot]]) Pcx) _
in: m:
_  _  (?Of? ^ 0 t ) { p  (X ) Pcx  l  =  v i ^  CM) ^ ( x )
~ ~ ^  ^  i-n 2« " i«
Note that q,fs are space-like vectors. So, (qa^qa) <  0. In this case above 
ec|uality liolds iff q^  =  0,Vo;.Tliis means that u> is non-degenerate.
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H. renia,ins to show i,liai, u) is closed. Observe tlia.t, it is closed on ‘mass surfaces’ 
i^ tid by tli(^  invariance, it is a.Iso clost.'d on tlu^  factor. □ 
After defining symplectic form co on M  it is convienient to constinct a H,i(v 
ma.nnian metric using cj. Let‘s fleiine;
l ' i io ii (j is iio ii-(,Ieg(iiiera l.e .sym m e tric  fo rm  and fo r t l ie  vecfo rs  sa.t.isfying c a li­
b ra tio n  c o n d it io n  in  i) ro p o s it io n (3. 17), i t  can be w r it te n  as
(v«)7a)
^(7, 7') -  -  S
and 7 (7 ,7 )  >  0 s ince (7«, 7«) ^  0.
3.4 Integrability
III p re v iou s  section  we de fined  th e  a lm o s t co m p le x  s tru c tv m ' I  on M  and 
ta n g e n t space a t a p o in t P  €  M .  W e m a y consider th e  ta n g e n t space T { P )  as 
a subset in  (M ^)"'' w here  cv G {1 , · · · , « } ·  C ons ide r th e  2 -fo rm  d c fiiie d  by
?/a)
{xpj) =  Y ,
a
w h e re x  =  { x a ) , y  =  {v<x] €  (M ^ ) "  and (x« ,? ;« ) is th e  M in k o w s k i m e tr ic o n  M ^ . 
be t A /p  be th e  o rth a g o n a l co m p le m e n t to  C ( P )  v ia  th e  m e tr ic  de fined  a.bove. 
So ( M ^ ) "  =  T ( P ) © A / 'p
P r o p o s i t io n  3.19  Thf: operator L  : is given hy;
[p<n [·») P«]]. m  =  E rrio
s self-ad jo int with respect to Minkoxuski m etne.IS
P r o o f :  C ons ide r
(M O.,1) =  E ( ‘' ' " ’· - ’·— ■’/) =irin rih,
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bro[?/,Pr>]]
nir
=  { m , i )  °
The following lemma gives a explicit projection to the nonnaJ Afp.
Lemma 3.20 Lc/- tt : (M’ )"· — > Afp fjivcn hy
\ _  (·'*'■«)!/«) , [?-’«) , r........1
(TT.-r),,. =  -----— ------P„ H--------------— ---------------- H [w,:,p„]
m.
wli.crc :^,:,гı)χ G M'^  is defined nni(pi.cly such ihal.
J 'j _ \V<xi [••'o·) Pri·]]
nir
r/ \ X'' [/Po ['*Pa-5/P,»·]]
/Hi»:.·) =  — :::---------=  L ·
[Va, Xa]
rn, a ” 1«
rv € { I , . . . ,  n} and 7T is self-adjoint.
P roo f: VVe mnst show tha.t (tt.?;,?/,) =  0,Vn G dT{P). Let
u =  (li 1 , . . . ,  Uji) € T (P)
( tTX’jU) — /  (^( 3 Pat ^^ 'a) H“ (  ^ 2 "1“ ( )
c. m'a ml, ' m,,
__ {V(X) [^?Pr.y]]) ^  [Pf-n _
=  0 .
m" rn,
Since [Ua.Vcy) =  Ea =  Eev^ «^ =  0. Consider x ,y  e  (M^)^'. We know that
/ V ^ / /  (Pof)''^’cv) / [ p « )  [Cx·) P c y]] X I /
riK rri:
So
(I)ina a
and
\P(» 1 1 7^ «]]
a
) +  E( '^^
[i»!/) 7Pi]'
« W,2 ' V '
(II)
a
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( V)iTipa.ring I and H vve obtain (tt.t ,?/) =  [x^iry] □
Wo know that (idgc's of <i polygon (Vom moduli spcia'- arc tiin(i-lik<5 V(h 1 o i \s and 
since components oF tangents are Lorentz ortliagonal to them, tln'se compo- 
iK'iits are spa.ce-like vectors. Hence vve lia.ve a. Riemannia.n nu'l ric on tangent 
spa.cc T{V)  given by;
—
( y
Symme(,ricity and l)ilincarit,y of this form easily obtained from ])ioi)erties of 
Ijorentzian metric. We know that components of each tangent v(!ctor a € T (P ) 
is spaco-like. So < 0 g{n^n) > 0. d'hns, il{y,v) is positive' and so is
a. lfiemannia.n metric on tangent space at point P.
As a. conceqiience, we can define covaria.nt deriva.tive of a. ve'c.tor field q 
along a curve P  =  P{t)  in M  by;
V ((7 =  projection G (M ’ )"· in tangent space.
'I’lierefore if x^y are vector fields then Lie Bracket [x,t/] =  Vxy — V,yx G T (P )
P rop osition  3.21 For vector fields x ,y  гı}e have the followiny
=  dxif -  v{(%y‘^ ) G T{ P)
P roo f: Note that for .■?:,?/ vector fields we have ;
{Pat^xV )Pa [Pa^  [^ Q.Ti/i P«]]
(V .!/)“  =  a,,!/" - ?n.
We shall show that {(V,i·?/)“ } satisfies i-iii.
0 E ( v . ! / ) ” =  E a . ! / " - riK rn.
_ P^ai )Po
™ rn'i rnf,
ii) We must show that ((Va,?/)“ ,?i«) =  0. Note that
/o  « {()xV'\Pa)Pa r .[O x V ---------- ----------------------- Z -------------V-^d^y.PoihPa) -
m ‘ rru
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Hi) Consider
rri,,
^ [ ^xy " , Pa]  , ,, , [K a.!/,7>«],7v ]
/  > _ d" [0)xy)Pcy\
17 hr lllr
□
rri,, rrin
Iy('l, ns (leiine
It : T(P) X T(P) M'
(.r,;iy) h-» /i(.T,?/)
VVlieic /i(x’ ,iy) is tlie vector satisl’ying
[7^ «) [/^ '(•^ ’ ) !/)»7·^ «]]E rn,, = E
[·'*'«) [2/0;) 7-^ «]]
rnt
P rop osition  3.22 For x ,y  vector fields o n M ,  we have
6y.y =  - l f i x , y )  «'nd
P roof:
E [7V,[<^4?/",7^v]] { P c v , ( W ) P a  ^  y a ) p , ym i
_  [ » Oxy )Pcy _
mi
^  =  - E  ? [P' ( i y ) > Pfy]]
7/A,
= E b « , J/), 7^J777.,
Since O^xv is tlie uni(|ue vector satisfying
y-v [7V) [^ 9tV) 7^ «]] _  b ") ) P»j]
7 7 l„ mi
we have =  -ii{o: ,y)  
Now consider
yv b«> [^ 9^iV)7^ «]] _  y  [7^ «) I^xV ]
rn„ rrio
We know that Y\, =  0. Differentiating above in direction of x we get;
l l l t X
_ y  [x„,?y„] = E -  f.Y? ^du/y ]
fX (X
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so
> /^>·]] =  - E '  (Y ) } ! ( y \
nir (X
VV('. lliW(^ [ P f V ’) [ - ^ ' f v ^  V cy ] ]  — 0 =>’ [• '^ro ?/n] — ^ ( Y ] > f Y ·  l l ( ‘IIO(i (/>^ rv·» [·/'(> > //rv] )
\ _ V'X >yo:]
r / \ ( ^  --  9
So we get
^  [’^V M  y f y \  _ _  ['^'fn //rv])/^i
r:. rna rwi
Now observe tlia.t
E in,,
=  E -  rv? /^ r.v]^  [-^ 'rv) /^ rv]]
- E  —  rv'j /^ f.v] ) (/^ rv)
rn'1 ni'l,
=  - E
[^«) i/rjf]
Therefore
^  [Rv) _  _ y  ^ ?Av] _  ^  [Va·, (k>r]
Ulr CX
l)ii(. W;)^ y is tlie uni<nie vector satisfying
^[Pa,[w»,y,Pa]  ^ [P c , i4 y " ]  ^
L · ---- z ------= E  — z ----- ’"s.y = p [ I y ,  x )  anir, rrin
Using this proposition we may write;
( V . , ) “ ) =  i ) . ,r  -
m l rri-n
'rii(i rna]) ii{x,y)  restricted on T ( l ’ ) where I’ € yW has a. lot of useful proper- 
lies. The following lemma is devoted to write these properties explicitely.
L em m a 3.23 For the map /.i(x,i/) restricted on T{P)  we have the folloioing;
0 n{x,,y) the unique vector satisfying
Y  [Pa,[p{x,y),Pa]]
= e ‘ ·^a
(X ) [i/rvi
ml
ii) /¿(;r,,y) =  ii(y,x)
in) ¡ 1  is skew-adjoint, i.e, f i {Ix,y) =  - p { x , J y )
iv) li(l,v,Iy) =  p{x,y)
art vector fields in Ad.
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Proof:?') Since //,(.r,//) =  and is unique we are done.
ii) Consider
— [//,(/y, :/.), /?o]] _ \y<xi [-^ -CT) ?yr>]] _ _ {//(i;
■III,, III. nr
[p«) [/K'·* > ■'-/)) ?c]] _ ['*'«) [?y«) P«]] _ {^ '(.v^  |Kx)]>c^
rih, “  ?7l- “  ?/A^ ,
I5y uniqueness of //,(.)■,?/) we liave //{;/;, ?/) =  /«(?/,;),·) 
?/'/’ ) Note I,lull.
Iflr Til(\ "^ cy
I·; [ y ly) 1 l^ <y]] _ _ [?/«)/ f^]] _ ([•'*'fvi/v])
in, III,·, nr.
Hence by uniqueness oC ii,[Ix,y) we liave n{Ix ,y )  =  —i.i{x,Jy) 
in) Easily follows from Hi). □
ll. is convienient to make an observation right now. Note that 
[/y«,3;«] {3'a,ya)Va {(hy'\Pa)Pa
III, ’^>-1 rnj„
So we will get;
.;?/)“ =  (Ivlf -  -  l[l4^,y),Pa] -  [/i(/2/,aO,P«]·rn„
VVe have iirrived the main result of this chapter. The following theorem is 
imi)orta.nt in the sense that it reveals the geometrical structure of the variety 
of spatial polygons in M'C
T h eorem  3.24 Almost complex structure 1 on,T{P) is integrahle.
P roo f: By theorem of Newlander-Nierenberg,[15], it is enough to check Ni- 
jenhaus tensor Ni{x, y) =  0 for all vector fields x ,y  in M .  Nijenha.us tensor is 
deiined by ;
-  [xiv] -  lU^iv] -  i [^Jy]) ·
As a convention we write [x,y]a =  ■“
( V , =  O iJ ir  -  —  -  /[/'.(/.'/, ^'0.7'«] -  il 'illy,  /.'0,7^ ]^ =rn.
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["/¿‘"x]- = ["/i:‘"xy/] = ["xy ‘'Yi/]
i9AUl[ 9M ["x‘"/iy] = Y’ii'‘‘''X[] 99111'^
[Y/‘(/i‘x/)?y] + ["f/‘(/i‘x7)r/]/‘«x]
[‘■rf'(«‘;.7,).;| - [M-(/i·!·/)./]/ - - „»7”e
"Ui
["(/‘(X Yi)’/] - [”rf‘(x/‘/i)»/]/ -
= ..(•'*'7"a)
iU
= ‘(xy Yi/)·/·/] - ["rf‘(xy ‘/i)r/]y - , A)
["xy ‘"/ly]
["(/‘(x Yiy)7/]f, - „x"yy - ,/i-7y = "[/i‘x]
[Y/‘(//'xy)7/] - ["i/‘(/i‘x)'//]y - —
'Ui
[7i‘"xy]
[Yi‘(x Yiy)7/] - ["rf‘(x‘/i.)'^/]/ - pr^TTi;^ - -^^"0
i9.10)9,19l[ 1^
[«c/‘(xy ^n)ii]z + = "[fi[ ‘■'P/]
r)B 0A'\ (>(^'
'Ul'Ul
eK)s c)A'\ siiorj'Gubo oAA'] osoi['[ Siii.rudlUO^ )
rUt'in
V^/(^T^ ["Vi ‘["V/ [«/i
¡Hilf
;uLrin'Ul
'i.n
[Y/'(/i/ ‘x)·'/] + [Y/‘(/7x)7/]y - - ,.x/7y7
= ["(/‘(/iy‘x/ / )·//] — ["rf‘(/i/·‘xy)?/]y —
•^Ui
[■'Yiy ‘"xyy]
["(/‘(.ry Yi)v/] -|- ["</‘(x Y/)'//]y —
'in
["/i ‘"xy]
'l'lill'l 9')Ol^
=«(‘'Y"'A)
so
- dylx" -  2[/i(.r,
(V „/,y)" =  i ) J , r  -  I U J ! ^  _  / ( , , ( 7 , -  [,.(77.,,
ltl(y
< l . h r  + -  /[//.(///,;»·),/»,,] + [//.(,f/,.r),/),,]
(V/y.T)" =  Oiyx" —
—  +
Wyy
[Ix^ y^  Ijjcy]
rria
[//rv) ‘ '^rv]
nirv
-  f[i('{‘^ 'Jy),Pa] -  [//|/.^\ iy),Pa] =  
 ^[p (  ^y )) P(^ ] [P' ( ?  //)) Prx ]
s o
 ^y]cj( y ()lyX "h 37))
VViiJi Uiese tools we can calculate the Nijenhaus tensor Nj[:r, y). If we plug 
what we have found above we will obtain;
N i i ' x .  y )  =  O i J j f  -  O i y l x ^  -  (9,jy" + dyx/^ -  I d i ^ i f  +  I d y l x ^ ^  -  l O J i r  + I chy X^^
Claim: A^ /(.7;, ?y) = 0.
In order to show tln^  claim we need to do some calcula.tions. Observe tha.t; 
\j.. „ 1 _  !k  CV) Poi ].p«] _  _ b  Of) P«]] __['ycnl r^v] — —
nia rrin
l)iirerent,ia.ting above vvitli respect to vector field x we get;
> P«] d” ijoiy
^  [dxIy' ,^Pa] [lya, -^a] ^  o  r.
rtln 1 /7.^
Using the same argument we have;
riin
Idylx^ =  -dyx^^ - [I '^ 'r.V7 Pa]Wy
S i n c e
r 1 a· 1 ) [?yrv)/^ rv]][h/\Pa] =  -  '— -------- =  -ni,yy,y
nia
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now (li(rci(;iil.ial,iiig l.liis w.r.t vector lield lx  wo gel,
[<h.vlli\v„] + [Tf/rv, Ixn] =  -rn„di.,.y
x^y iPty] [^yai^ '^a] f
-------------+ ---------------=  -(h xy
w . „
apply I both sides
rat
= J <h.,}i
rnf
Since {p„,Jy") =  0 we obtain {pajhxh/'') =  - { Ixa i lya) ·  Hence
OixhJ  ^+ ( IXfv^  ^
rnt =  Id i.y ’
Similarly,
ih y lx "  +  =  H )
rnt
Sid)stitntiiig corresponding ex])ressions in Ni{x,y)  we get; 
i\r t .....  ^ _  /;■) U '-^ ai ly<x)Pa j „ ( J^/oo ^ P «  ;> „.w , ^
l ^ l [ > ' , y ) = l O l x y --------------------------5---------------------l O l y X  H-------------------------- ----------------------i / , : ? /  + < i y Xrnt
7 '"i (X ‘"i (X ^  CX) y  O l\  . r\ ry I y  CK  ^ (x\ . r  r \  (y j— .J<^ ho.:y — O y X ------------------ha,;?/ H-----------------Vi()iyxr =  \} □
rUc nir:
D efin ition  3.25 A Kdhltr manifold is a syrnphctic manifold with an intC’ 
fp-ahlc almost complex structure.
C oi'ollary 3.26 M  is a Kdhler manifold with Kdhler structure
il{u  ^v) =  g{u  ^v) +  i(jo{'Uy v). □
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Chapter 4
Appendix
"I^ liis cliapk;!· conl.aiiis explana!,ions ahoul, .some concepl.s and some !;heo- 
rc'ins of Ceomehic invariant theory and Diil'erential geometry whicli is used 
l lirongliout the text.
A. Geometric Invariant Theory
Let X  be an affine algebraic variety. VVe know that X  = Sjx’cA where A is 
(,lie coordinate ring of A^ . Assume G is a reductive group acting on X . Then 
G : A is an admissable action i.e, any a € A is contained in a finite dimensional 
/^-invariant sul)space V C A. In fact V = SpecA^.
Definition 4.1 V = SpccA^’ is cateyorical quotient X//G.
Theorem 4.2 Let G ; X ,X  =  SpecA. Then invaria.nts A^ ' seperate closed 
( Í-invariant suhspaces.
Proof: Let /¿ C A Ixi 6'-invariant ideals. Then
Itccaiise. D n-i.a/l®) and let /  € (E /¡)n/1" tlieii /  = E /.,/,· S h.
Applying Reynolds operator to /  we find
/ = /' = E/?. f i s h n A ^ .
()9
so ('((iial/ioii holds.
L(il. K |,i '2 be G'-invariaiit ,subspaces sucli tha t 1'") П V2 =  0 ami
) |=/,(40S of i(l(ial ¡ iX · ,  =/,eros of i(l(';i,l vvIkmc' /|, /2 G Л .. In nl.licr words,
V'l = SpacAlIi, >2 = SpecAjhi.
УI П У '2 =  0 /| +  / 2  =  /1 /1^' =  ( / | -|- / 2 ) П /1^' =  /| П /Г ' -f / 2  П /1* .^ So
3 . / 1 € /| П /1‘"',./2 £ f-2 П Л^' such that 1 =  /| +  /2 and / 1  =  О он У'2-./2 =  0 <»' 
V'l and / 1  =  I — /2  =  I oil V]. □
Doiinitioii 4.3 Cl : A /А called a clo.scd aciiov if orbils (J ■ x arc clo.scd, in A
Corollary 4.4 For closed action G : X , the caiegorical quotient X//G seper- 
ates orbits i.e, it is (jconietric qxiotient X j f G  — XIG.
Assume G : V is representation of a reductive group G. Then G ; P(K). Let 
A’ C P(K) he projed.ive LT-inva.riant variety.
Definition 4.5 1) x G ,X is semistable if and only if 3 homogenous G-
inmxiant polynomial s such that .з(.г’) ф О, .т G А" G 1Р(К) and, s(x*) .^ О
mhere X* G К* =  У^\{0}.
2) X G X is stable if and only if 3 homogenous (J-invariant polynomia,l s 
such III,at s[x) Ф 0 and the induced, action (.1 : AG = Spec A,, where X ~ FrojA 
is closed, and stabilizer Go; = {g € G : g-x = .c} 'is finite. Here /I., is localization 
of A about s.
Set of stable (respectively, semistable) points are denoted by .V ’ (respectively 
A'’■'"G· Л point which is neither .stable nor semistable is called, unstable.
Tlieorem 4.6 1)3  universal categorical functor X'^ '^  J( G — Proj A^ ' where (J 
is (I, reductive group acting on X, X  = Proj A for some finitely generated ring
2) 3 geometric functor X ’’( G which is open subset in A"*■'*//("/, i.c., A^''*’‘’/ /6 '  
is compactification of Х ’’/G.
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P roo f: I) X G A'"·'*'’ 3r/-invariant. Iiorno^cnoiis .s such l.lial·, .s(.r) ^  0 x G 
A’,,. =  SpacA,  ^ and
y . · , . · , _  , j V
— '“ 'cj'-·'*·,,
is a finil.ci affine 6'-invarianf, covering. There exists a cat,egori<:.;il (|nol,ieni, 
A -,//r / =  ,S>cc{/l,)^' =  ,S>r;c(/r·), C r^'ojA'·
aiul A····'·'·· =  U,S>r.r(/r').s.. =  I’rojA^'.
2) X G A''·'* 36'-invariant liornogenous .s,,s'(.r) ^  0,(7 ; AT is dos('d and the 
sl.ahilizer is finite.
VVe may write A'’ '’' =  U„.AT,j,-s„ sa.tisfies tlie al)ove conditions. By corollary 
(-■{.'I), tliere exists geometric factor A''’ /G' open in X ”’’ j ¡G.  □
P rop osition  4.7 Lvi G : V and X  C P(P) ha G-subvariety(  i.c·., closad under 
Ili a action of G .) Th
i) X  G X  is seniistahle if and only if 0 ^ Gx*, x* G P\ {0 },
ii) X  G A"" is stable if and only if Gx* is closad, and .stabili::ar G,. is finite.
□
Proof:i)ljet x G A''·' BCGinvariant form s such that .s(;i,·) Q 
.s(.i:*) =  (X 7^  0 s{g-x*) =  a ,yg  G G since .s is G'-invariant. Then G-x* is con­
tained in closed set V =  {y G V : .s(?/) =  o'} and sinccGh^ V a.nd G ■ x* C V’
0 ( f  G ■ X * .
Gonver.sely, let 0 ^ G ■ x*,G ■ x* is closed G'-invariant subset and {()} is also 
dosed G'-invaria.nt subset. Moreover G ■ x* D' {0} =  0. So by theorem[???] 
3G'—invariant function /  G C[K]*  ^ such that /  =  1 on G ■ x* , j  =  0 on {()} i.e, 
f [g  ■ ,);*) — G G .f  is not necessariliy homogenous but lei, /  - Ylm>o .Im
bf' the decomposition onto homogenous components of degrees G-
invariant. So
f {x*)  7^  0 3m such that fm{ '^*) 0·
'I'heixd'ore, set .s =  /„, and x G X.,.
ii)bet X G A'"··' X G AT,.s homogenous invariant and G : A’,., is closed with
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iiiliio. sl,ai)ilize.i·. 'lake x* e  K.s(.r*) =  rv ^  0; .s(.r/ · ,r*) =  s(x*) =  n',V(7 € Cl. 
(1 ■ X C A"·., i.s cl()S(',(l ill' a  ■ X. =  {jy e A'., : Ffj{y) =  0 ,/i 6 7].
^ i = n- 
\ = 0
i.s l.lie system deiiiiiiig (1 ■ x*.
ConV(n'S(',ly, let (1 ■ X* l)(i closed and giv(;ii by systcMH of (M|uatioiis
i^0{y) =  0, fJe I.
0  ^  (.1 ■ X *  =  (1 ■ X*'  = >  36'-invariaiit form .s such tlud. . s ( . r )  ( )
.c C. A., ;iiid (1 ■ X C A’,, is cIoscmI vvil.li liiiit(' sl.ii.|)iliz('i·. L(^ l,
■^ s — { P'>iiits with liiiite stabilize^· in A''.,}. VVe can say that A " C A' is open 
and (1 : is closed.
l-.'l II s A'“ ,I  € a X \ G ,j  i.s a. G'-invariant set of dimension< dimC/ · y 
=dimCt (limCl ■ :: — dirnG\Cl~ < dirnCJ dirnGz > 0 a contradiction. 
□
Note', that property of (semi)stability of x € X  C P(K) is indeptnident of choice 
of X . .So we can sn])pose A' =  P(K).
I lilb ert-M u m ford  C riterion
l)A belian  Case
Let G be a redncl.ive abelian group, i.e., Cl =  7’” =  C* x · · · x C* algebraic 
toi ns. Then a.ny representation T : V splits into isol.3'pica.l components.
\ G = { x ^ X - . d - x  =  G x ] ,
when; G =  ¿'i''· · · f " " , «,· 6 Z , cv =  (an, . . . ,  € L a.nd L is lattice of
characters of 7'.
D efin ition  4.8 a G L such that K., 7^  0 is said to be weight of representniioii. 
V : V. The .set of all weights is called spectrum o fT  : V.
K . . .
Note that any x <E. V =  unique representation x =  Y „^ x„, .r„ G
Sv.pp(x) =  CJonvex hull of (x G L such that x „  0 C 7/ 0  IK.
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.öefiuitioıı 4.9 t-paraıncirıc suhf/mup ı.n 7' is hoınomorphisııt
K ; C* ^  T
\  (A " ' , . . . ,  A"")
when: Vi € Z , A € e* =  e  -  {()).
.1. luüoreııı 4.10 Lcl I he <ııı (iJf/ehnue l.ovus tı.ıul, ıs ıı eepn seni (ilinti, of I'. 
I'nr a pohıi X G V Ilı e following are equivaleni·.
i) 0 G T ■ X
ii) 0 f, Supp{x)
iti.) 31 — paraıııe.lrie sııhiorııs ı/ : C* ----> T sıırlı İlmi
Hm //(A) · X =  0, A G C*A—o '
P r o o f:VVe prove tlıe tlıciorenı in cyclic order
ı) ii) t G 7'; i ■ X ~  -4 0 where
a
X =  ^  Then 3/. G 7' such that |//'| < 1,Vg' G L. So
rv
i
Set log ¡¿I - (log |/,||,.. . ,log |Îh|)· II H G Snpp{x) then 0 =  ^ p „ a  where 
])„ >  0 and Y^Pa =  I.
'l'lıis implies 0 =  (0, log |/,|) =  ^ p „ (a ',  log |/,|) < 0 since (« , log |/.|) < 0. 
'l'lms, vve get a. contra.rliction. So 0  ^ Supp{x).
ii) => iii) Suppose 0 ^ Supp{x). Since Supp{x) is convex, it lies in a 
hidf-space (;/,?/) > ü,// G Lu-
Without loss of generality we may assume ;/ G L·· Then consider 
// =  ( / / , , . . . ,  i/jf) G Z" and tlie function : C* — > T defined hy 
//(A) =  (A*^ ', . . . ,  A''") and //(A)" =  A"·' '^ · · · A“ """ =
'I'heii ;/(A) ■ x =  J2 (j  ^ ^  ()
(iÇiL
since cv G Snpp[x) (/^ , cv) > 0. Therefore Hm ;/(A) · x =  0. 
in) i) Obvious. □
C orollary  4.11 x G P(K) is seini-stnhle 
0 G Snpp{x*).
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ilh re.xpeci In T V
2 )A rl)itrary Case
(1 1)0 any re(lii(-.(,ive groui)(coni|)loxiiicaUori of a oompad. group K < Cl) 
and 7' C (1 1)0 ma.ximal algol)ra.io l.onis in (1 wliioli is nni<]no ii|) l.o oonjngai.ion. 
Tlion wo liavo (Jarl.aii <looom|)osil,ion G =  K T K.
Tliooi'em  4.12 L( l (1 : V be a rcprcscviulion ojd. ¡■(■ducHiu· <iroiii> G, lli.rn for 
■r € € G ■ X ij and only if 0 € 7' · x for  .some inaxiinal l.orns 7' in (1 i.c, x
is nnsluhlc until resprri to G if and, only if x is unslahlr w.r.t 7'.
P roo f: Lot. 0 G G x =  l\TK · x =  K T K  x. IJoca.nso /\ |)i('sorvos l.lio 
I l('.i'mil.ia.n mol.rioon \ and liono(' dalls 11, -- {;r : ||:ı·|| < i } .
II. is enough 1.0 .show l.ha.1, 0 € K T K  ■ x id' 0 G T K  ■ x. Assunio 0 G K T K  ■ x. 
If 0  ^ T K  ■ X ^  3 a hall I f  such l.hal. I f  n T K  · x =  0. Since K ■ i f  =  I f  , we 
ha.vo
I f  n K T K  · .r =  0 0 ^ K T K  · .r
Oidioi· dii'oxl.ion is l.rivial.
Now lol, 7T : V — ) P //7 '(=  SpecC[V]').  Then tt is continuous. So wo have
0 G 7r[TK ■ x) C tt{ TK  ■ x) =  7r{K ■ x) =  7r(7t · .r).
Pocauso K  ■ X is coni|)act. Thereroro, 3/.; G K  such that 7r(A: ■ x) =  0 =  7r(0). 
By sopora.tion of closc'd sets 7r(.r) =  7r(;i/) T ■ x fl T ■ y ^  0. 
n so|)('ia.tos closed 7'-invaria.nt subsets. l)o|)ondingly for y =  0
7r(/,: · .r) =  0 0 G T ■ k · ,r <i=M) G [k- 'Tk)  ■ x
and k 'Tk is a.nothor maximal torus in G, sa.y If.  'riierefore 0 G i\ · x. □
C orollary  4.13 Let x G P(P)..i: is .slabk if and only if x is stable with respect 
to any tnaxiinal torus T in G □.
T h eorem  4.14 /1 point x G P(P) is .stable if and only if x is stable with r 
to any inaxitnal torus T in G .
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I’ r()()i:.r is sl,;i,l)l(' <^-)· orhil, i.s cJost'd in V ;ukI I.Ik' sl.iihili/t'r of :r is fini(.<'. 
7' < (,' is closc'd sul),ü,r()ii|) T/Z,,· C (.¡¡Zx =  (J ■ x*. VV(; know (,lud, T/Z,,. is
is closi'd in V.
t— Hi. '
;/:* is c.losi'd ill 1-''. In a-ddition. 'I'lZx =.■ r  ■ ;|·’ 7' · .1·^
he closed V7' r (1 and ·' 0 ^ < > · .1 . 'I'licn
a  = K T K  !U = kit ill whe I'C ki j i  K J ; e T.  So
■ i\f l i i n , : _ * , v : , S i n c x i  K  is (•oni|);i< l., W(' cnn (ind snUscxincinx's sncli l.lial. 
lim = k, liin /,: =  /; / ç  /\'. Hence
■ X *  — hi lim /"'/,·/ · c* -4 · (/.:/)“ ';»·,* Ç W *  "
li(T(' / ’ /,:/ 7", ii.iiol.lm· nwixiinaJ loins in (!. 'Hk'i î'I'oiî', r ('/·./·' )· ('/·./·'
is closi'd and lliis coinpicles Iho proof. □
4.15 IjcI A he a Juiiir (liinciisi.onai aljinr spare orr/* R. /1 sp(cial 
fiiiK'l.ion on A is a Jlnilr. sum wlheiv IIAs are ajji/nu' finuAioas on A.
In parlinla.r, a. sp('cial fniiclion on R nia.y he wrilhai nnii|n.dy as 
/■(:/') ~ vvİK'i’i' r/./s arc ])osilivc real nninhers a.ml //s  are dislinel i('al
nninlx'rs.
L('l V he iinile diineiisional represenla.lion of a. connecled I'ednelive group Cl 
o\er C. Given a inaxiirial cornpacl subgroup K of Ci\ we will (ix a. Ihn ınilian 
norm ||.|| on V so llial llie action of K  oven* V preserves this norm. 
d’ak(' a v(M:tor v Ç V' and consider tli(' function
P. : G
H W fj ■
\vli('re · is the action of (1 on V. Ohsi'.rve tha.t p„ is invaria.iit. on tlu'. h'ft I))' K 
and on th(i right h,y stahilizer CA,.
On what follows, we willvcstahlish the connection hetw('('.n p,, and sta.hility of 
lh(' vc'ctor V.
Assni!ie that (1 is an algehraic torus T =  · C  ^ ~ {^ 1^}·
maximal com|)a.ct subgroup K  consist of elements of 7^  whose roordinates have 
ahsolnic.' vain owe.,
Hi'.ca.Il I,hat a. representation V of 7’ splits inl.o isotypica.l factors as follows;
=  V,. =  { v e . V : L - v  =  r v , L e T )
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('Ius(i(l ill ( !  ■ X* and (! ■ :r* is c.losi'il in V. 
is closed in V''.
(loiivcnsoly, Lei, 7' · x* be elo.sed V7' 
c,‘i -  iim,_,x,//,: · ;},·* and (1 =  K T K  //,· 
c,'i “  liin/_.wv, kiliJi-x’ . ,Sinc.(i K is compacl, 
liin /.■,· =  liin /,: =  /; / G K. lienee
K  =  · .»·· =  /.:/ liin /" '/,·/ · .r" - ·  G T'x' .r
aiul th(' st;vbili/('r Z,. of ;/· is iinit(',
(./ · .■/;*. VVe know that 7'/Z,. is
111 a.ddition, 7'/Z,. - -  7' · ;/·' 7' · .1·^
c  ( / and X* G (/ • X*. d'hen
=. k,l. where /r,·,/,; G h\ li G 7'. ,So
vv(' c;ill) find siil).s('((ii('iK'('s siidi
here / '/,;/ G 7", a.iiol.lier ina.xiinaJ l.oriis in Tlier('rore, .r,", f ('/·,)■ ' ;· f,'·.(·*
is closed and I,his (;om|)lel,e,s the proof. □
D eiliiitioii 4.15 Lcl A he a juiilc (luiu nsional ajjinc· space err/· IR, ,1 spieial. 
funeli.on on A is a. Jinile sum Y^ eJ^ A")_ uili,ere ¡ ¡ ¡ ‘s are a.J]i.ne fiineiions on A.
In |)arl.inlar, a. s|)('cial function on R may he vvritt/'ii mii(|n.ely as 
./(■''■) 13'·^ :'·'·^ ''’', vvlu'i'c' e.,:‘s are positive real nnmbei's a.nd /¿‘s ;ire distinct real
mimlx'rs.
L('t V be (inite dimensional representation of a. connected reductive group Cl 
o\er C. (liven a maximal compact subgroup K  of G, we will lix a. flermitian 
norm ||.|| on V so that the action of K over V pre.serves this norm, 
d ak/' a vectoi' v G V and consider tli(^  function
p„ : (I
11:7
wlu'ixi · is the action of G on V . Observe that p„ is invariant on the», left b}· K  
and on (.he right by stabilizer G,j.
On what follows, we will establish the connection betweem p„ and st;i.bility of 
I.Ik' vc'ctor V.
Assume that G is an algebraic torus 7' =  , /.,J : f,· G 0 — (()}}· 1 I'f’·
maximal compaci, subgroup K  consist ol eh-nuMil.s of 7' whose coordinates have 
;d)soliit(i vain omx
Keca.ll that a represiuitation V of 7’ splits into isotyi)icaI factois as follows;
\/ =  0 K „  V; =  { -u G K :i -u  = ru ,/, g 7'}
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' İ ’ Ik ; l lc r iD İ t ia ı ı  ııo rııı g iv iiiı  al)0V(' oıı V  is iııva ria ııl, u ıa lc r  A  iCaııd o n ly  i f  V',, Vp 
n.i(! o r llıa g o n a l lo r  rv / -  ¡ 1.
|y(iinın<ı <1.1G l'ov (1111/ voclor v Ç V, llırii ıs a fıuılc sel .n,(n) n/ rlcıncvls in. 
7j"' saçlı. I.liat
■i.) ^  7 /;/a ;/T :c€E ,c> ().
mifi3(v)
/’/) Ilır slal)iHr:rr 'T,, oj v in 7' is (jivni I>!I ΠI^■Γ''' "= ' i* ^ ('0 -
P roo f: \jcX 7’ =  nıiil :r,(7)) \)c tlu' sc'i of s('(|nonre.s (///,·) corı-nspoiKİiııtv (,o
l-İK' dıara.c.U'.rs vvliiclı occur in Uıis (ic'coınposil.ioi). Since
n C ' v . )
;nıcl using (.İKİ oı i.lıagonalil.y meııl.ioııod nbove vve İki,ve
TİK' sc'coiKİ part is iinim'diaio.
□
Now consider Üi('. induced fnnctioıı Y] on l.lıe (|uotient Lie group l'/K,  Define
(log |/o I, . . . ,  log |i„J) =  '(a-ı, · · ·, )
lor any ,. .. , /-n) G 7'. Thus x defines a.i) isoınor 
vf'cl.or space R".Ileııcc',
pilisin from 7'/.K f.o (.he
Jjemnıa 4.17 Far any vector v € V,
'—/ \ <'•-1-2 T)iiXi
r7i,;GH(f;)
where C G K.
P roo f: Us(î Uıe pıevions lemma, and ahovc^  isomorplıism. □
d ' İ K '  following I.İK'oıc'in gives (lie strong ro'lal.ion l)f'd,ween s(»a.l)ilil v a.nd l.lıe (nnc.-
I.ioıı /7,..
7()
T h eorem  4.18 (K em p f-N ess) Lcl d  hr a. vrdurlivr (¡roup and V is a fini I 
rnmpirx linear repirsenialion of d . /1 vrrl.or v Ç, V is slablr if and only if p 
ohlains a minimal valar.
P roo f: Assume l.lial, n G V is iio(, sl.ablc vvil,li ies|)('r,l, I,о a maximal l.onis T
ill (I. TIiiis, 0 G 7'· n => 3 l.-|)ara.mei,(U· sub,in()ii|) n : V* — > T siirJi l.hal. 
0 lim(_o n{l) ■ V.
Ify 1 -paramcl.i'ic siil) i^()H|), vve have an action oC C — {()} on V sncli iJial. n is not 
sl.a.bie for fliis acl.ioii and maximal compacy snl)gron|) S' — ( c G C* : It'l -- I } 
|)i('S('rves llermitiaii norm on V. It will snilice to prove the tlieon'in for d  =  C* 
and vve may consider lim/_o 1. ■ v =  0. VVe may write pf, on C*/A ' =  R nnicpK'ly
as
p-„ =
with positive « / ‘s and distinct rcval nnmİK'.rs Dne to the existance of above; 
limit, the limit
lim ÍP,
.7; — ^ "  GX)
('xist in R and lienee /,:‘s are not iiegativacAs the obove limit is (vpial to 0, 
W(' can say that at levist one of /,; must lie positive;. 'I’liis means tlia.t p„ is a 
stried.ly ine'.reasing Innedion on R so p„ aiiel ])„ never obi.ahi minimum va.liu'. 
This eevmpk'.tes the; pre)e)f. □
b('l, d  Ik; a. Lie group anel {J be; its Lie; alge;bra·. Le;t ns de;(iii(' l lie' elillevreviitial 
e)pe;ra.l.or on d'^'{d) by,
whe-re rxp : 0 ----> d  is l.lie exponential map,;r G 6’ , ev G 0 anel /(.r) G d" '^'[d).
Ne)te; tlia.t D„  is invariant nneler led’t translations L,, : x ^  e/.r; .r, e/ G d.
It is well known that 0 is tlie \a;e:tor space' е>Г left invariant eliirere'iil.ial e)peralors 
aiiel and snedi operator is obtained from some e,v G 0 in the above; mannc;r.
Le'X d  '■ V be; any sme)e>tli re[)r(;s(;ntation e>l Idle; Lie gre)iii) G anel n G 0· VVe 
hava; Lparametrie; snbgrou]) exp(evi). Then vve elefine an ae;tioii
Da ■ -Л· =  4  exp(ev/.) ·
wlie;re' ev G 0, 'Г G V-
7 1
Leinnia 4.19 /yr///,,(/) =  nxpffv/) hr l-pii.ramrlrir .<<uh(/rovj) in (1 ■. K. 
(;x|)(n7.) ■ X =  V/. € M if and oiil]/ if D„ ■ x — ().
I ? r o o f :  L( 4 .  . : (■(/)  =  ( ' X | ) ( o 7 )  · X[). ' I ’ liiK i s  a s o l n l . i o i i  f o r
(lx
:n  =  "·■■■■
S(i) X{)
A hove syslx'.m lias a uiii(|iic soliil.ion. Ile.iirc if l),,x — 0 I.Ik'ii wr lia\T
./•(O) =: .r,,; == 0 =4^ .T =  x„
i.(', .;·() is il lv a r ia n l ii ii( l( 'r  /7„(:i·). □
C orollary  4.20 //cl 1 =  {.i; 6 V ■ // ■ r =  •I’jV// € Cl} wlirrc (I : V is a.
sinoolh rcprrsriil.alion oj the ¡Ac uroup (I . I'hcn
\/^ ' =  {;i; G V  : I f ,  ■ =  (),Vr.V € g }· □
Suppose Cl is a. subgroup of 67y„(C) and h' < Cl is a roiim'c.lx'f) Lie. sub- 
gi'onp(iisnaII\' eompacl.). d’lieii I’ C g vvlic'ie p aixi Lie algi'bi as o( J\ a.iid Cl 
|·esp(м·.l.ivelз^
T h eorem  4.21 (W ey l's  U nitary Trick) !
spanned by 0 is (yual lo g i.e, < f > =  g. 77/.
(I : V of Cl, wc have =  V ’A
Suppose ¡.hat. complex in elor space 
for all alyehraic n pn e.senlations
P roo f: By p re v io u s  e o ro lla iy  vve know
IC' =  [ x e  K : /J, ·.■/; =  0,Va e g )
=  { .r€  K : . r  =  0,Vo:o € 6 )
Since l)„ is a com |)l('X  lin e a r c o in b in a iio n  o f wc have V'' =
B .D ifferentia l anti S ym plectic  G eom etry
b('l, i2 b(i a. /r-form on a. manirold /17 a.nd A' is a. vector lie 
interior product txi l  is defined by
(/..V · · · , "/.·) =  B,,:( '^ 2, · · · ,
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I/A· □
on /17. The
vvluirc' .7· e  M and ,V(7·), i’2, . . . ,  a/,. 6 T,,;/V/.
A .syni|)lccl,ir. inanilold is a. smoo(,li inaiiilold M eqnippf'.il wil.h a nori- 
d(',t>;('M('ial.(', closcfl 2 Idmi u. Nol.(' llial. sypli'cl.ic maiiiColds arc' of ('V('ii di 
mc'.ii.sioii l)(M',au.s(', ii()ii-(|(!»-euera,ic skevv-s^Miimeiric 2-rorins only oxisl; in ovo.ii 
dimensions.
E xam ple 4.22 I'wo sphere ,S'^  of radius r with, slav.da.ii· area form 
to = r^ dO A d.if is a !']-(limcnsi()val symplcrlu'. m(unfold
.Definition 4.23 For any siiioolJi. funri.ion /./ : M
d ( ! rr wi ne d l)jj ih r ¡ d r a i n y
>x„Lo =  did
K, ihr redor Judd. A' //
where is a. sijmpleetie manifold is ealled Ifamilionian nel.or field nsso-
eiaiid. lo Ih.e lla.inillonian Jnnelion / / .
D efin ition  4.24 A stimpleeiomorphism of a sympleelic manif(d.d (jYl,u>) is a 
diffeomorphism f  on M wliieh preserves the sympleetie form i.e. u> — f*uj. In, 
oilier words,
m.:{v,w) =  m,iy,fd:rf{v),d4i{w))
where z (z M\v.w 6 T-/V7 and, d- : T^A;/ ----> T,/,( )^A7 is the e.rlerior difjeren-
lialion. I'lie yroup of sympleetomorplrisms of A f is denoted by S ’j/inp{AI).
lad. M 1)0 a 2?i.-(Iimcnsional real inariifold. An almost eomplex strueture 
I on Af is a. com])l('x structure on the tangent bunde 7'A/ i.(',lor every 
,:· G A/, / : T .A i — ) T,A7 an antomoipliism with i\ v )  =  - v  where v G T  A1. 
An almost com|)l('x stnicture is callerl inteyrable U there f'xists a.n atlas 
on A/ such tha.I. the almost complex structure is repres('iil.ed by tin'
matrix
' 0
J(l — I 0
wh('re II is n X n idc'iitity matrix, in local coordinates.
Consider the tensor /V/ defined by
Nd-x,  V) =  f l i x j y ]  -  [l\IX,y\ -  /(A'. !Y\ -  |.v, V]}
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vvİKiie / is almosl, roiiiplcix sl,ı ııc.|,ıııo on /W, A", ) ' arc vocl.or (¡('Ms on M aiul [,J 
is [ji(! hi cvckct,. Nj is ( allf'd Nijenlians (.oiisor.
I İHÎ i 11 (,('i>,ia.l )i li l.y o( / and Nij('idiaiis (.('iisor is closc'ly ı■('l;^ ,l,('d |)\·,
7.'Iieoreni 4.25 (Iiiiegrability ) /1» ahnosl coinplc.x sfvucluv< I is intcqra.hlc 
if and only if Nj =  0.
P roo f: See [1.5], n
D efin ition 4.26 /1 l\(i.liler manifold is a symplcrtic nuinifold (/!'/,a’ ) ımilı. an 
iuleyrahle (dinosl roniple.r sinwlnre.
la'I, (1 1)0 a. compacl, M(' grouf) wH.li Ijio algol)ra g.
D efin ition  4.27 /[// (i.cfion of (1 on a sjjinplcciic manifold (/1/, u;) is 
sjimi)l(:rl.ic(ov (1 ads synipUndically) if Ihcrc is a. yroup homomorphism
d  ----> Syin]){i\4) : (j In other words  ^ : M ----> M is a symplcc-
iomorphism \/g and
4\cjk =  V^ / O '0/,, 0r: =  id
irhnr c is the identity element of G and y j i  Ç G.
Suppose' 0 : (.1 X M — > M is an action of a Lie grouj) (J on a. inanilold M . 
I'oi’ C € £(, tlic map : E X M ----> iVI (IcİİÎkkI by
vl/i(/.,.r) d/(oxi)<(,a')
is an E a.c(,ioii on M. In other words, 'hoxpi^ · : l\1 — 
(•orros|)()ndiiig vector field on M,given by
A7 is a flow on A4. 'I'Ik')
vvIk 'I'c' X e  M  and ex|) : g — > (1 is th e  e x p o n e n tia l ma.]), is ca lled mjmüestirnal 
yenerntor o f th e  a c tio n  co rresp ond ing  to  ^ €  g.
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Example 4.28 Ideal ifijinfj so(;{) ^  (R'*, x ) ,  ^  R·'* and usinf/ Ihc pair-
inf/ f/iani by slandarl I'.'nclidvav· inner prodiu l.ire bane
6--'(/) -  -i' X /
where if Ç  i 3 0 ( ‘ { )  and I Ç  IR'*.
'I’Ik' Collovviiif; (l(iiiiiil.i()ii is fulapl.cd from [G],
D efin ition  4.29 1/(1 (1 be a eoinparl hie growp (iwiiny on. a .'^yinplerlir inan- 
ifold M wilJi Lie (dfpbra g and İL· du.<d g*. /1 moinenl map(or innmenlum
niappiny) for l.he aclion of (J on M is a. map p, : M — g* u'lrirli is (f- 
(■(privcıriatd. with re.‘<peet to yiven aetion. of G on M and th( eo-adjoint ae- 
tion Ad* of G on g* and .s(d.isji.e.s; For every f  G g, tbe eonrposiiion of 
dp, : TM  — > g* willi evaluation (d f  dejines a l- form on M . This 1- forin 
is recpiired to corresiiond under the diudily dejined by u> to the vector ji(dd 
Ov/f-'O induced by f^(iiijinilestvin(d yen(:r<itor). Thai is,\/x Ç M and
n G T,..yV/,
dp,{x)[v) ■ f  =  (/!,/)
where. · deiwies the n(Uv/ral paiî iıifj and g. In oilier words Uk' rom])onenl
of ¡I. along is a Jlannillonian fnn/(ii()n for ¡he veclor field on M defined, hy (i,.
T h eorem  4.30 / /(d [M ,uj) be a synrple<die manifold and a com pari l.ie yroup 
G acts symplecdicidly on M. A.ssume that G is semisimple then I he moment 
map p, : M — > g* exists and uniijue.
P roo f: See [11]. □
Now assume that M  is simply connected lO’ilder manilold witli symplectic lorm 
u,’ , r /is  a, complex reductive group acting .sympled/ically on ;V/ and p. : M — > g* 
is the corresponding momentum map.
D efin ition  4.3J, 77/f space p~'{i))fG is railed the syrnplechr (¡uotient oj M 
by G and denoted by M//G.
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By І.Ік'огс'іи оГ M a r.s (l( 'ii-VVfíiiisU'iiif.src. [ I],|)ro ])o s il,io ii 5 .3 7 ), vvr l ia v r
dimlVI/lG =  d i m ¡ r ' {()) — ‘Ыілп.С!.
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